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ABSTRACT

HVDC unit-{onnected generation scheme operating at fixed frequency has

been proved to be quite attractive by recent researchers. The problems appearing

in such a scheme, such as generator additional power losses and harmonic interfer-

ence, are found to be of no major concern to normally designed generators with

12 pulse rectifier operation. With variable frequency operation of unit-+onnected

generators, the same problems as in the above will also a¡ise. This thesis deals

mainly with two problems, i.e. , generator winding power losses and harmonic

interference.

The basic operating characteristic of a hydraulic power plant, i.e., the rela-

tionships between power plant water head, turbine operating speed and turbine

output power are derived. The system variable operating frequency range for this

study is chosen between 42Hz and 66H2, i.e., between 707o and ll07o of the

base frequency 60H2.

The frequency influence on the magnitudes of AC system harmonic curents

is discussed. Generator winding losses are calculated by using the EMTDC program

and other subordinate programs written by the author. The ability to withst¿nd

the additional generator winding additional heating for normally designed genera-

tors is also evaluated. Harmonic interference in both the AC and DC systems

and the effectiveness of DC harmonic filters are examined under different system

configurations and load conditions.

The overall snrdy shows that the additional generator winding power losses

will be increased as the generator operating frequency decreases under the condition

of a fixed generator output. The amount of increased losses, though, will not

exceed the maximum permissible level which the generator allows under normal

system operating conditions. Harmonic interference, on the other hand, will become

severer in both the AC and DC systems as compared to the same scheme under

fixed frequency operation. Corresponding remedies may need to be made for a

particular variable frequency operation scheme being implemented.
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CHAPTER

TNTRODUCTION

l--1. Brief Description of HVDC Generation Schemes

General AC elecric power systems, i. e. , the combination of generation,

fansmission and disribution networks, are comprised of various properly intercon-

nected AC components and AC connol sub-systems. HVDC nansmission, a rela-

tively new applied technique in elecüic power systems, now has gained more

and more attentionl'3'4.

There are, generally speaking, two HVDC generator-rectifier configuration

schemes that could be used to convert elecEic power from AC generation system

to DC transmission system. One is called the conventional scheme, which is now

commonly implemented in the world. The basic system configuration is shown

in Fig. 1-1. Another is called 'unit-<onnected generation' scheme, it will be de-

scribed in more detail later on. Up to now, there has been no implementation

of such a scheme in the world16.

In conventional schemes, HVDC rectifiers are connected to a common AC

bus through converter transformers. The generators in one or several power plants

are all connected to this common bus via collectors and/or step-up Eansformers,

and these generators are operating at a same system frequency, say, 50Hz or 60H2,



as most power systems do. AC harmonic filters are usually installed on the same

colrunon bus to absorb the AC harmonic currents generated by HVDC rectifier

during its normal operating process. Also, on-load tap changers are provided on

the converter transformers to enhance effective voløge conEol in both AC and

DC system.
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Fig.l-1 HVDC Conventional Generation Scheme

The main advantages of conventional scheme are summarized as below :

(1) It is very convenient and flexible to contol or adjust the output power among

the generators. A small number of generators undergoing maintenance will not

affect the rectifier normal operation very much.

(2) The AC harmonic filters installed on the AC common bus absorb AC harmonic

currents, and at the same time can provide a certain level of reactive power for



the AC system as well as for the HVDC rectifier.

(3) Several hydraulic power st¿tions could be interconnected to the same common
bus and use the same rectifier to ftansfer a large capacity of power by a DC
transmission line to the load center.

(4) It is the most suitable alternative for HVDC generation rectifier schemes ro

be used in an area that has more than one power plant and at the same time
has a certain amount of local load.

The drawbacks of the conventional scheme are :

(l) The AC switchyard and the HVDC rectifier must be installed separately and

therefore will require a large area of land. Two steps of transformation are used

before reaching the rectifier valves. These, in most cases, could cause construction

difficulties and most probably an high capital cost.

(2) The failure of one of the AC filters or its detuning during certain fault condi-
tions will cause over-sEesses on the connected equipments and other filters. Also,
associated with it is the problem of the generator operating stability and the provi-
sion of on-load tap changers on the converter fransformers.

(3) Normally the generators are designed to operate at best efficiencies when

the hydraulic power plant upper water head, i.e., the forebay water head level,
is at the rated height and the generator output power is at its rated capacity. when
these two conditions are not met, the operating efficiencies of generators working
at fixed frequency a¡e dec¡ear"¿6,10.



A second possibility of HVDC generator rectifier configuration as was

mentioned before, is the unit-connected generation scheme. Depending on the

generator unit rating, the connection of generator, fransformer(s) and rectifier valve

groups could be further divided into two types. One is called single-block connec-

tion, which is comprised of a conversion tansformer and a six-pulse rectifier

bridge, and the other is called double-block connection, which is comprised of

one three-winding or two two-winding conversion transformer(s) and a twelve-

pulse rectifier bridgez,1. Typical configurations of this scheme are shown in Fig.

l-2 and Fig. l-3 below.

Fig. l-2 HVDC Unit-Connection Single Block Configuration

(a) (b)

Fig. 1-3 HVDC Unit-Connection Double Block Configurations

Compared to the conventional generator-rectifier configuration, the unit-

connected generation scheme eliminates the AC cofirmon bus ba¡ as well as the

4



switchyard. Two steps of voltage Eansformation are combined into one step, i.

e., the generator step-up transformer and the converter Íansformer are replaced

by a single transformer which comes out the two functions. Tlansformer on-load

tap changers ¿ue not required and AC harmonic filters are eliminated. The HVDC

unit-connected generation scheme is mostly attractive in situations where the total

capacity of all the generators in one power plant could be properly matched to

the ratings of rectifier valve groups, and the power plant is located in a remote

area, either hydraulic or thermal, where there is no local AC system to be fed.

For hydraulic generating stations whose water heads fluctuate rapidly daily or

seasonally, water pump stations, tidal as well as wind power plants, variable speed

operation under unit-<onnection might have more advant¿ges, especially on the

overall improved turbine-generator operating efficiency.

The recognized general advantages of unit-+onnected generation scheme

are briefly described below:

(l) There will be significant cost reductions because of the elimination of many

electrical components such as generation step-up transformers, high voltage AC

switchyards and AC ha¡monic filters.

(2) The overall reliability level will be improved and the maintenance costs will

also be reduced because of the elimination of many power system components.

(3) The omission of AC harmonic filters will eliminate the possibility of generator

self--excitation, and will reduce the cost of the valve and Fansformer insulation

levels, and will diminish the possibility of resonance in the AC system.

(4) Unit-connected generation scheme provides the possibility of turbine-generator



variable speed operation. This could result in high potential benefits for the remote,

isolated hydraulic power plant, water pump power plant, and tidal or wind power

stations because the turbine-generator output power could be increased and its

operating efficiency might be improveds.

The overall disadvantages of unit-connected generation scheme are as fol-

lows:

(l) The elecric power generating station can not be easily interconnected with

an adjacent AC system. In case of failure of one of the fransformers or rectifier,

the generator output power may not be fransmitted into the load center.

(2) With the absence of AC harmonic filters, the harmonic cunents will flow

into the generator stator and rotor windings. Under certain rectifier configurations

( six pulse or twelve pulse), these harmonic currents may cause additional generator

heating and other generator operating problems.

(3) With the absence of AC harmonic filters, the harmonic interference may

become severer in bottr AC and DC systems, especially when the turbine-generator

operates at variable frequencies.

Based on the above review and discussion, it can be seen that the unit<on-

nected generation scheme has advant¿ges as compared to the conventional HVDC

generation scheme in certain areas or under cert¿in system operating conditions.

Variable frequency operation of turbine-generator in hydraulic generating stations

seems to be the most atFactive one Írmong them. The unit-connected generation

scheme operating at variable frequencies will be the main focus of this thesis.



l-2. Problems due to Variable Frequency Operation

The unit-<onnected HVDC generation scheme, with its specific characteris-

tic, provides the possibility of implementing variable frequency operation for a

hydraulic turbine-generator system. This could result in high potential benefits

for the remote isolated hydraulic power plant because the turbine-generator output

power could be increased and its operating efficiency is improved. On the other

hand, variable speed operation may raise some operating problems in addition

to those in unit-connected generation scheme operating at fixed frequency, as

discussed in the previous section.

First of all, when a generator operates at frequencies rather than the rated

one, with the corresponding water head being above or below the rated level,

the magnitudes of harmonic curents flowing into the generator windings may

be higher than those when it operates at the rated frequency. And a consequence,

the additional generator winding power losses, or additional heating, will be in-

creased. These negative effects may, then, reduce the operating benefits when the

turbine-generator operates at variable frequencies.

Secondl¡ variable speed ( frequency ) operation will cause relatively larger

variations of HVDC rectifier firing angle and overlap angle because there is no

on-load tap changers on the converter fiansformer(s), and the power flow regulation

along DC transmission line can only be accomplished by the flring angle contol.

But at the same time under the above situations, the safe operation of rectifier

requires that the overlap angle, 1, should be less than 60o for six pulse and 30o

for twelve pulse rectifier bridge operation. So, as a consequence, it may require

some resEictions in return on the turbine-geneÍator operating frequency range.

7



Furthermore, the HVDC rectifier operation may require more reactive power

supply from generators due to the elimination of AC harmonic filters. This addition-

al reactive power requirement may become a burden to the normally designed

generators during normal operating conditions.

As a last point, variable frequency operation of HVDC unit-<onnected

generation scheme may cause the harmonic interference to be severer in both

AC and DC systems, and it may also reduce the effectiveness of DC harmonic

filters. All the possible problems described above should be considered before

proceeding with further investigations of the scheme.

1-3. Objectives of the Study

Based on the problems described in the previous section and the overall

considerations, the following studies and/or analyses were carried out in order

to ascertain whether the unit-connected generation scheme is of potential interest:

(1) Derivation of the basic operating characteristics of a hydraulic power plant

under the best turbine operation efficiency, such as the relationship between hydrau-

lic turbine oulput power and power plant upper water head level, the relationship

between turbine output power and turbine operating speed, and so on. Based on

the above result, reasonable turbine oulput power range as well as turbine operating

frequency range were selected.

(2) Determination of the influence of the system operating frequency on the magni-

tudes of AC harmonic currents, by bottr formulas and diagrams.

(3) Determination of generator winding losses as well as the additional losses



by using the EMTDC program and other subordinate programs, as well as an

examination of the ability to withst¿nd the additional generator winding heating

for normally designed generators.

(4) Determination of rectifier firing angle, overlap angle, commutation reactance

variation range and the reactive power requirement for normal generator operation.

(5) Deærmination of the harmonic interference level in both AC and DC systems

under different system configurations and load conditions.

14. Scope of the Study

Several aspects of the study were required to be carried out in order to

arrive at a thorough evaluation of the unit-<onnected generation scheme. The most

essential aspects are technical, economical and reliability. In this thesis, only the

most important, i.e., generator winding heating and harmonic interference, were

investigated under a special operating condition because of the limiøtion of time

and necessary information.

1-5. Methods Used in the Study

This study basically made use of theoretical and computer digital simulation

methods for the analyses and investigations of the problems listed in Section 1-3.

Chapter 2 illusrated the turbine operating characæristics by means of hydraulic

power generation theory. Chapter 3 used the HVDC converter theory to analyze

the frequency effect on the harmonic currents. Chapters 4 and 5 calculated the

generator winding losses as well as harmonic interference levels by using the

EMTDC digiøl computer simulation program. Several computer FORTRAN pro-



grams were especially written to carry out the simulations and calculations.

14. Possible Use of the Results

Determination all the critical points and the successful solution of all the

problems will encourage the use of the unit-+onnected generation scheme, and

will provide a more thorough and precise understanding of such a scheme. From

this viewpoint, this study has contribuæd two technical aspects of the unit--con-

nected generation scheme under variable frequency operation. One is the influence

of the operating frequency on the generator winding power losses. The other is

the influence of the operating frequency on the system harmonic interference.

These two aspects are important for the design and operation of the system.

10



CHAPTER

HYDRAULIC TURBINE OPERATION

2-1. Introduction

Conventional hydraulic turbine is designed to be operated at maximum

efficiency when the upper water head and ouÞut power are at rated level' But

in most cases for actual hydraulic generation station, the water head and turbine

output power are changing daily or seasonally. This phenomenon is more significant

in water pump generating stations. If the turbines, under the above condition,

still operaæ at fixed rated speed, the turbine operating efficiency will be decreased.

In contrast, if the water head is at rated level or above, higher speed operation

could produce more power compared with turbine operating at fixed rated speed

(frequency). If the water head is not at the rated level, whether it is below or

above, variable speed(frequency) operation could increase the efficiency of hydrau-

lic turbine operation6'10. In order to find out the reasonable turbine operating

frequency range with corresponding output power range, it is necessary to illustate

the characteristics of hydraulic turbine operation, such as the relationship between

hydraulic turbine ouÞut power and power plant upper watef head level, the rela-

tionship between turbine output power and turbine operating speed, etc.

In this chapær, several hydraulic generating station parameters, such as

water head H, turbine output power P, and turbine operating speed N, are reviewed,

11



discussed and their relationships are presented by means of formulas and graphs.

The turbine operating speed(frequency) range is also deærmined through those

formulas. The efficiency improvement under variable speed operation is discussed,

and problems are highlighæd under variable speed operation of hydraulic turbine-

generator in unit-+onnected scheme.

?-2. Theory and Formulas

The amount of water flow from any source, river or lake is measured

primarily by : (1)'- the rate of discharge of water and (2)- the head that is available.

Both the rate of discharge and the head level are variable quantities which may

fluctuate at any moment and at any point in a flow. These variations strongly

affect the power that can be developed by a plant inst¿lled for power generation

purposes9.

If a steady discharge of Q cubic feet per second (cfs) is available with

a net head of H feet, the power that can be developed from this quantity of water

passing through a power generating installation, expressed in kilowatts will be

given by :

P(kw) = QHWEi737 (2-r)

where H is the søtic head in feet, W is the unit weight of water in pounds per

cubic feet, E is the efficiency of the power generating station, 737 is the number

of foot-pounds per second in one kilowatL

There a¡e several constant parameters used to represent the characteristic

values of a hydraulic turbine. These constants include unit speed, unit discharge,

t2



unit power, specific speed and specific diameter. The condition of operation for

which the turbine parameters are defined is usually taken at the rated point, i.e.

, some percent less than maximum power under normal speed. Occasionally, the

turbine constants also apply to the best efficiency point, i.e. , the gate opening

for best efficiency.

The relationships between hydraulic turbine speed N, water discharge Q,

water head H and output power P are described below.

Water Discharge Q

A turbine may be considered as a kind of orifice to which the laws of

discharge through orifices under variable head can be applied. The following for-

mula for the discharge through an orifice can therefore be applied as well to

a turbine:

e = æCDr2^[lgHtq+rtU¡ (2 -2)

where Q is the discharge in cubic feet per second, C is the coefficient of discharge

and constant for a particular turbine at a particular gate opening, D1 is the diameter

of the orifice or of the runner in inches, and H is the water head in feet.

The unit discharge, designated by Qr, is detined as the discharge of a

homologous runner of one inch in diameter, under a head of one foot. Since Qr

is a combination of all of the constants in Equation(2-2), we have:

er = ¡Cúãl@xr4ø¡)

t3
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So, Q = qrOl{H (2-4)

Tl¡rbine Output Power P

Substituting Equation (2 - 4) into Equation (2 - 1) :

P = QrDl2rE Gr\¡IÐrc7

=ptDl63t2 (2 -S)

As the unit power, designated by Pr, is defined as the power developed

by a homologous runner of one inch in diameter under a head of one foot, it

is apparent from Equation (2 - 5) that,

Pl = Q1WE/737 (2-6)

P1 is a constant if the efficiency E is assumed to be constant for all homolo-

gous turbines operating at a given gate and speed.

Tl¡rbine Operating Speed N

The speed of a runner may be expressed as :

N = 1840Q{ryPr

=NrG/Dr (2 -7)

where N1, the unit speed, is defined as the speed of a homologous mnner having

a diameter of one inch, operating under a head of one foot. From above,
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Nr = 1840Q (2-8)

and it is a constant since Q has a definite value for a given turbine when it runs

at a given speed.

From the previous equations we can derive the relationships benveen hy-

draulic turbine operating parameters of water head H, water discharge Q, operating

speed N, and output power P under the condition of hydraulic turbine operating

at const¿nt efficiency curve ( usually at the maximum level).

a æ ¡,2¡112

P * Pr2¡1312

N * Hrl2lDt

(2-e)

(2 - l0)

(2 - rt)

If the above variables are expressed in per unit, then we can get the opera-

tion characteristic curves between water head and oulput power, water head and

turbine operating speed, and n¡rbine oufput power v.s. operating speed under con-

stant (maximum) efficiency operating condition.

From curve one, (Fig. 2-I), it can be observed that the output power of

a given hydraulic turbine varies with the fluctuation of upper level of water head

of the generating station. When the water head is at above the rated level, whether

the water discharge Q increases or remains const¿nt, the ouçut power will increase.

On the other hand, with constant water discharge, when the water head drops

below the rated level, the ouþut power of turbine will decrease conespondingly.
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In curve two, (Fig. 2-2), it can be seen that with the water head being

at over rated level, the turbine operating efficiency will be kept at maximum level

when the turbine operates at higher than the rated speed conditions. On the other

hand, the turbine operating efficiency will be kept at maximum level when the

rilater head is less than the rated value with reduced operating speed.

Fig.2-3 indicates that with the turbine gate position unchanged, the water

discharge Q will vary as the water head changes, and the turbine output power

P will also change along with the variation of water discharge Q.

DC Fig.24 shows that in order to get the maximum efficiency of turbine

operation, with the ,water head level varying, the turbine operating speed should

change correspondingly. As a consequence, the output power will also change

along with the variation of turbine operating speed. It also shows that when the

water head level drops to 50Vo of its rated operating level, the operating speed

of turbine will drop by 30V0, and the corresponding oulput power will drop by

367o in order to get the maximum operating effrciency.

If the water head va¡iation range is chosen from 50Vo to I207o of its rated

level, then, according to equations (2-9), (2-10) &(2- 1l) with constant turbine

diameter and water discharge Q, the turbine output power range will be between

507o and 1207o of its rated rating, and the turbine operating speed range will

be between 70Vo and ll07o of its rated level.

2-3. Conclusions and Problems

From previous experiments and reseæch, it can be seen that variable speed

(frequency) operation has two main aspects of benefits for hydraulic turbine opera-
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tionlo:

(1) When the water head goes above or below the rated level, variable

speed (frequency) operation could improve the turbine operating efficiency com-

pared with a fixed speed turbine operation under the same load conditions. When

the water head is at or above the rated level, higher speed operation can also

increase the amount of output power with everything else remaining unchanged.

(2) When the water head is fixed at a particular level and the turbine

oulput power changes, different turbine operating speed with corresponding differ-

ent output power could increase the turbine operating efficiency compared with

turbine constant speed variable output power operation.

These benefits are not applicable to the hydraulic generators operating in

the conventional AC system and conventional HVDC rectifier coûtmon bus system

because of the resftiction of generator synchronizing operation. The HVDC unit-

connected generation scheme, with its unique operating characteristics, provides

the opportunity to the above two main benefits. But there may be several possible

undesi¡able effects on the alternating generator and HVDC system under normal

operation.

As it is known, a HVDC unit-+onnected generation allows the elimination

of the conventional ac filærs on the AC side of HVDC rectifier. This allows,

then, the AC harmonic currents to flow freely into the generator st¿tor as well

as rotor windings. These harmonic currents may cause additional generator winding

power losses. V/ith variable frequency operation, relatively large band of AC har-

monic cunents (5,7, 11, 13, ......) will be produced, and their magnitudes will

also be affected. Other kind of problems related to turbine-generator operation
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may also be created6'10. 4r a consequence, the overall efficiency and benefits

of turbine-generator may not be increased very much.

In addition, variable speed operation of turbine-generator will lead to

HVDC rectifier generating broad band DC harmonic voltages and cunents (al-

though they are still in the order of 6ü' lzth, ...., to a particular system operating

frequency). With the conventional DC filærs which are only n¡ned to 60Hz funda-

ment¿l AC alternating current and its corresponding harmonics, the harmonic cur-

rents under variable frequency operation of rectifier may not be effectively elimi-

nated by the conventional DC filters. As a consequence, the harmonic interference

in both AC and DC systems may become severer under certain system configura-

tions and operating conditions as compared to fixed frequency operation. Further

investigations are required to be done on these areas.

In order to further investigate those problems, turbine operating speed(frequency)

and output power ranges are determined from 707o to ll07o and 50Vo to l20%o

of their own rated levels respectively by the study results of this chapter.
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CHAPTER

AC SYSTEM HARMONIC CURRENTS

þ1. Introduction

The classical theory of HVDC rectifier indicates that the rectifier as a source

of ha¡monics produces characteristic harmonic voltages and currents to both the

AC and DC systems under ideal system operating conditions. A unit-+onnected

generation scheme, provided with no a.c. harmonic filters, allows the AC harmonic

cturents ( order of pq t 1, where p is the pulse number, and q is any integer )

to flow freely into generator windings. These harmonic crurents may cause genera-

tor additional power losses and decreased generator operating efficiency8'll. ¡
order to evaluate precisely the generator winding additional heating problem, the

magnitudes of AC harmonic currents under various system operating conditions

must be investigated in the first step.

There are several factors which affect the AC harmonic current orders and

magnitudes, such as the generator-transformer-rectifier configuration, rectifier

delay angle c, and overlap angle p, DC nansmission line current level as well

as the system operating frequency. In this chapter's study, the influences on AC

harmonic cunents caused by rectifier configuration, DC current level and system

operating frequency are analyzed. The relationships between harmonic curent mag-

nitudes and the values of these factors rire expressed by both formulas and graphs.
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A unit<onnected generation scheme is also simulated by means of EMTDC pro-

gram.

ç2. AC System Harmonic Currents

If the AC operating system is perfectly symmetical, then with either six

or twelve pulse bridge rectifier operation, it only produces pqt 1 order of harmonics

to the AC system and pq order of harmonics to the DC system. Six pulse and

twelve pulse rectifier system configurations are shown in Fig. 3-1 and Fig.3-2

below respectively :

Fig.3-1 HVDC 6 Pulse Rectifier Bridge

Fig.3-2 HVDC 12 Pulse Rectifier Bridge
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For six pulse rectifier operation, the rectifier generates characteristic har-

monics of the order 6q+ l, i. €., 56, 7th, Ilth, 13th, 17th, lgth, 23ú, z'th,,--.

to the AC system and of the order 6q, i.€., 6ft, 12th, 18th, 24h,-..- to the DC

system.

For twelve pulse rectifier operation, the rectifier generates characteristic

harmonics of the order l2q+ 1, i.e., llth, 13ú,23th,25th,--- to the AC system

and of the order l2q, i. e. , l2th, 24th, --' to the DC system.

The complex value of AC harmonic currents in one phase under six pulse

operation with overlap angle p equal to zero is :

iu = 2'ßId/n{cos0 - cos50/5 + cos7\fi - cosl 10/11

+ cosl30/13 -cosl70/17 + cos190/19 - --" ) (3-1)

for star-star or deltalelta connection,

for star-delta or delta-star connection.

til/ith twelve pulse rectifier bridge operation, in which the converter ftans-

formers are connected in star-star and starlelta on the AC side of bridges, the

complex value of AC harmonic crurents in one phase is

i^ = 2',lilaln{ cos0 + cos50/5 - cosT 017 - cos 1 I 0/l I

+ cosl30/13 + cos170ll7 -cosl90/19 - '-- Ì

iu = 2^,[il¿/n{cos0 - cosl 10/1 1 + cos130/13

- cos230l23 + cos250l25 - """ )

(3 -2)
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These expressions clearly show that the amplitudes of the harmonic compo-

nents decrease with increasing harmonic order, the AC harmonic current of the

order h is less than I/h, where 11 is the amplitude of the fundamental AC current

Because of the ever presence of commutating react¿nce, the overlap angle

p is always larger than zero, and it will affect the magnitudes and the phase

angles of ha¡monic currents. As a result" the magnitudes of harmonic cturents

are reduced along with the increase of overlap angle ¡r as described by Kimbarkl2.

After considering the overlap angle p, for the same AC harmonic currents

described above, the complex rms value, with phase referred to the respective

commutation voltage E is

Ih = KrFr(s, õ, h) (amperes) (3 - +)x

where h=pq*1, p- pulse number, q= any integer,

Kr = 3(E/x)l}nh)= 1./6t,2¡712ætr¡, (amperes)

Is2 = Crest value of AC component of current in line-to-line

short circuit on valve side.

Iro = rms fundamental alternating current with no overlap.

I¿ = direct cwrent.

and F1 = lz<h+I)a- tlh+1)ð)/(h+1) - {z<h-r)a- Z-\h-1)õ}/(h-1)*,

where c is the delay angle and õ is the sum of ü and overlap angle p.

The magnitudes of harmonic currents in above equations are related to

delay angle cr, overlap angle p, harmonic cur¡ent order and so on. One point

needed to be mentioned is that the overlap angle p must be less than 60o for
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six pulse operation and less than 30o for twelve pulse operation in order to have

safe and continuous rectifier operation.

3-3. AC System Harmonic Currents at Variable Frequencies

When a HVDC conventional rectifier operates at rated full load level,

the following relation is applicable :

Xc = coscr, - cos(a + ¡r) ( in p.u. ) (3 - 5)

where X" is the rectifier coÍrmutation reactance

o is the delay angle of rectifier operation

p is the overlap angle of rectifier operation

If the saturation is not considered within the electrical equipments, then

with the HVDC unit-<onnected generator operating at variable frequencies, the

commutation reactance X" will be proportional to the system operating frequency.

Suppose X" is the commutation reactance at 60H2, i.e., a rated value, X¡ is the

commutation reactance at other operating frequencies rather than 60H2, then it

results :

X¡= w¡L" =Ztçfl-c

Xç = w6L" =2fCfULc

Xr = X"fÆu (3 _ 6)

where f6 is the base frequency of 60H2.

By substituting (3 - 6) into (3 - 5), it results :

(f/fu)'X" = [coscr - cos(a+¡r)]

25
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Equation (3 -7) discloses that different system operating frequencies will

have corresponding different value of commutation reactance, and this commutation

reactance will further lead to different values of the overlap angle p provided

with fixed delay angle of s.

The following equations describe the relationships among the system operat-

ing frequency, delay angle cr, overlap angle p, DC cunent order and harmonic

crurent magnitudes.

InÆto = FzItlD (3 - 3¡*'

I¿'= Il¿(ru¡=I¿l(Ir2l',ll¡ = üD (3 - 9¡*'

where

Fz= { F"2+F62 -zFaFbFcltlz

Fu = { sin[(h-1)p/2]lg-D 12

Fu = { sint(h+l)¡rl211{tr.-Ð 12

F"=cos(2cr+p)

fl = the order of harmonic currents.

D = 2sin[(2u+p)i2] sinÍtilz1*

The computed results for I¡[1s versus system operating frequency are

plotted in Fig.3-3 to Fig.3-14 with commutating reactance X" being equal to

0.24 at 60Hz rated system operating frequency. Results for Ills versus l¿'are

also plotted in Fig.3-15 to Fig.3-26.

{< ' KIMBARK " Direct Current Transmission ".
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V/ithin the reasonable generator operating frequency range, say from 30Hz

to 90H2, the frequency influence on the magnitudes of AC harmonic cu¡rents

can be observed from Fig.34 toFig.3-14:

(i) The lower the harmonic current order is, the higher the per unit harmonic

curent magnitude will be. The magnitudes of ha¡monic crrrents vary from as

high as l87o of fundamenøl cuïent for 5ú harmonic current to as low as 0.6Vo

of fundamental current for 37th harmonic current.

(ii) As the system operating frequency goes up, the magnitudes of harmonic

currents go down, the range of variations is about 2Vo to SVo.

(iii) At a particular system operating frequency, the larger the delay angle

ø is, the higher the magnitude of harmonic current will be.

(iv) For higher order of harmonic currents, usually over 17ü, under the

normal system operating frequency range, the magnitudes of harmonic currents

do not change monotonously with the frequency rising, and neither do they change

monotonously as the delay angle cr va¡ies. They fluctuate very little within normal

operating frequency range.

34. Generator Harmonic Currents

The variation of the magnitudes of AC system harmonic currents, under

unit--connected generation scheme, will cause the harmonic current magnitude

changes not only in the generator stator winding, but also in the generator rotor

field winding and damper windings. According to the machine theory, the circula-

tion of the harmonic currents of pq * I orders in the stator winding gives rise
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to pq order of ha¡monic currents in rotor field winding and damper windings.

All these ha¡monic currents will cause generator additional heating during steady

st¿te system operating conditions. Several calculation methodsll'l3 have been devel-

oped in the past few years. In this thesis, digital computer simulation is used

to calculate generator winding harmonic cturents by using the EMTDC program

which was developed by Manitoba Hydro and the Manitoba HVDC Research

Center. The generator winding additional losses are also calculated in the following

chapter.

In order to get a clear idea of how to calculate the generator winding

harmonic currents, it is necessary to have a brief description of machine model

as well as the calculation method. Under this study, a salientlole synchronous

machine (MAC100) model in EMTDC program is used. This machine is modelled

in a state variable form using generalized machine theory.

The simplified diagram of a basic machine structue is then shown as below:

Rotor Stator

Fig.3-27 Simplified Elecnic Machine Model

where Vu, Vb, V" are ærminal phase voltages, Iu, fb, L are phase cur¡ents, Vt

is the applied field voltage, Ir is the field current; o is the rotor angle speed,

a ih-
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D & Q are the direct and quadrature rotor axes respectively.

Based on the generalized machine theory the stator and rotor windings

are inverted and then the stator windings are Eansformed to equivalent commutator

windings by using the DQO transformation techniquel4.

The general equivalent ci¡cuits for the direct-axis and quadrature-axis of

the generalized machine are as shown in Fig.3-28 and Fig.3J9.

I
U¿r

+

u¿3

I

Fig.3-28 Direct-axis Equivalent Circuit
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1
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Fig.3-29 Quadrature-axis Equivalent Cfucuit
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The voltage U¿z and current I¿z in Fig.3-28 are the field voltage and current

respectively. The damper circuit consists of parameters L3¿ and R36 with U6 =

0. The additional inductance L236 accovnts for the mutual flux which links only

the damper and field windings and not the stator winding. Only saturation of

Ln,6 is considered in this machine and is based on the magnetizing current i,¡6

= idl * i¿ + i¿3. The quadrature axis equivalent circuit in Fig.3-29 contains only

two circuits with L2q and R2q representing the damper circuit and L¡,r=Uq2=

Uqr = 0.

The hvdc unit--connected generation scheme is simulated by the EMTDC

program, and all the generator winding harmonic cturents under normal system

operation a¡e calculated by a subordinate progr¿rm called 'uniplot' within the

EMTDC program. The wave forms of generator winding voltages and currents

are plotted in next chapter under different system operating frequencies. The curves

and calculation results indicate that generator stator pq t 1 order of harmonic

cturents produce pq order of harmonic currents in rotor field and damper windings,

and the voltage distortion under six pulse operation is much severer than it is

under twelve pulse operation. Low frequency operation of this scheme may cause

higher magnitudes of harmonic curents flowing in generator windings as compared

to higher frequency operation under full load operating conditions, but higher

frequency operation of this scheme will cause higher rms values of generator field

winding voltage and current.

3-5. Summary

Previous study shows that generator rotor harmonic currents are brought

up by the stator pqt I order of harmonic crurents, and their magnitudes are depen-

dent upon the system configuration and operating conditions. It also shows that
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variable frequency operation will cause different orders and magnitudes of harmon-

ic curents flowing in both generator stator and rotor windings. IVhen generator

operates at variable load conditions, equation (4-7) may need to be modified,

but the frequency is also a key factor to affect the orders and magnitudes of

harmonic currents flowing in the generator windings. For insønce, when unit

connected generator operating frequency changes from 60Hz to 42H2, the absolute

harmonic cturent frequency range will also change from 300H2 - - l500Hz to

2l0Hz-- 1050H2, and their magnitudes will be increased by several percentages.

In next chapter, the frequency influence on generator winding power losses will

be investigated more closely.
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CHAPTER

GENERATOR WINDING POWER LOSSES

ç1. Introduction

During the elecnicity producing process, the direct and alternating currents

continuously flow in generator windings. These currents cause generator power

loss and the operating temperature rise. Generally speaking, the generator power

losses include: stator winding losses, stator end losses, rotor field winding losses,

rotor damper winding losses and core losses. In this chapter's study, only stator,

field and damper winding losses are determined because they are the most impor-

tant factors which affect the generator design. As for the other losses mentioned

above, there is no effective and accuate method to calculate them yetll.

As it was mentioned in the previous chapte¡ variable frequency operation

of a HVDC unit--connected generation scheme will cause different magnitudes

of harmonic currents flowing in the generator windings. Different generator-rectifi-

er connections will also affect the orders of harmonics produced by rectifier normal

operation process. In this chapter's stud¡ two different system configurations, i.e.

, six pulse and twelve pulse rectifier bridges, are simulated by using the EMTDC

program. A reasonable system operating frequency range based on the generator

output po,wer vs. frequency diagram in Chapter two is considered between 42Hz

and 66Hz where the system base operating frequency is 60H2. Generator winding
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power losses and additional losses are determined under different generator load

conditions.

ç2. Generator Winding Power Losses

Generator winding losses are the copper losses (t2R) wtrich are dependent

upon the magnitudes of currents flowing into the generator windings and the

resistance of this generator winding. Generally speaking, the resistance of generator

windings are frequency dependentT. The calculation method for generator winding

losses is briefly illustrated below.

Generator rotor winding losses are given by:

P¡= lR¡1Im2+ Rrlro2 (4-1)

where P¡ is the rotor field winding losses.

Rrn = Rrfi, is the modified rotor winding resistance.

r = pq, p is the pulse number and q is any integer.

R¡ is the field winding equivalent effective resistance at frequency

of k'60H2.

k is the modification factor.

Irn is the rms value of the nft harmonic current flowing in the

rotor winding circuis.

Iro : field winding excitation current.

The rotor damper winding losses are expressed by :

P¿r = IRn¿In¿2 * IRnolnnz
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where Rnd i modified damper winding D-axis resistance.

Rnq r modified damper winding Q-axis resistance.

Ind r damper winding D-axis curent.

Inq ! damper winding Saxis current.

The generator stator winding losses are defined as :

Psl = E3Rrn(Istn-r)2 + Irln*r12¡ + 3Rr¡Ir¡2 (4 -3)

where Rrn = Rr.ffi is the modified stator winding resistance.

R, r stator winding equivalent resistance at 60IJ2.

Rsk i stâtor winding equivalent resistance at k60Hz.

So, by combining the equations (4-1), (4-2) and (4-3), the generator winding

total losses will be as follow:

Pu = PR + P¿1* Ps1 (4 -4)

and the generator winding additionat losses caused by harmonic currents will be:

P"¡ = !R¡I¡.,2+!Rn6In¿2+ERnqInc2+>,3'Rsn[Is(n-t¡2*Ir1n*rr2¡ (4 - 5)

A FORTRAN program was written to calculate the generator winding losses under

different system operating conditions. This program is listed in Appendix D.

ç3. EMTDC Simulation
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EMTDC program, developed by Manitoba Hydro and extended by Manitoba

HVDC Resea¡ch Center, is used mainly for elecEomagnetic Eansients simulation

in the area of electic ci¡cuit and system analysis. In electric power systems,

EMTDC as a simulation tool can model: resistor, inductor and capacitor circuit

elements, mutually coupled windings, AC machines and static compensators etc14.

In order to determine the frequency influences on AC harmonic currents

and generator heating problem, HVDC unit-<onnected generation scheme has been

set up. The configuration diagram of this system is shown in Fig.4-1. All the

system simulation proçess is written in a FORTRAN program which is listed in

appendix C.

Fig. 4-1 HVDC Unit-Connected Generation Scheme

The HVDC unit-<onnected generation system is made up of hydraulic tur-

bines, alternating generator, converter transformer(s), rectifier valve bridges, DC

harmonic filters and DC Eansmission line. The main modeis used in this simulation

are described below:
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(i) Hydraulic turbine model

A simple hydro governor-turbine model, called HGOV18 in EMTDC pro-

gra¡n, is used to control turbine-generator operating speed in order to rcalize

the variable speed operation. The block diagram is shown in Fig. 4-2 below.

Turbine

Fig.4-2 Hydraulic Governor HGOV18

Gare
Pos:tion

Parameter REFPU is the designed input setting for machine speed (pu). If the

machine operates at variable speed, this parameter has to be changed accordingly.

TMECH is an ouþut parameter (mechanical torque) to be fed into generator model

MAClOO.

(iÐ Generator model MAC100

This is the most important model used in this simulation. Its main structure

Temporar

r-¡¡lll:Sfs)
1+sT6
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was described in section

and EMTDC network is

34, chapær three. The relation between this

shown in Fig.4-3 below.

machine

Fig.4-3 Synchronous Machine Interfacing with EMTDC Network

This machine is represented as a curent sorrrce feeding into the EMTDC

network. It uses the terminal phase voløges (vu, vb, v") to calculate the cur¡ents

(iu, iu, i") to be injected to the nefwork. The excitation voløge and mechanical

torque are fed from exciær and governor respectively. By steady state simulation

of this system and using a Fourier Analysis Program within 'uniplot', the funda-

ment¿I as well as harmonic cunents flowing into generator windings could be

calculaæd and the generator winding losses could also be further determined by

another FORTRAN program.

The generator parameters used in the simulation are provided by Manitoba

Hydro. The basic data are: the rating of generator 156MVA, rated terminal voltage
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13.8kV rated current 6.527kA, power factor cosQ = 0.79 and rated operating fre-

quency 60H2. The more deøiled description of generator par¿rmeters is listed

in appendix A.

(iü) Converter transformer

Three phase two winding Eansformer with no tap changers is used in this

simulation system. In order to coordinate with generator rating, the Eansformer

main parameters are chosen as below:

Capacity rating: 156MVA, rms value of line to line voltage at prime side

is 13.8kV and secondary side is 50kY fiansformer leakage reactance Xr is 0.12,

the magnetizing current from primary side is 0.307o and from secondary side is

0.25Vo. A program EMTTR within EMTDC is used to calculate the rest of the

fransformer parameters needed for the simulation. Because the ransformer leakage

reactance be¡ween two windings is frequency dependent, each time the system

operating frequency changes the leakage reactance of tansformer should also be

changed correspondingly.

(iv) Rectifier valve group model

Under the study system, a six valve group model called G6P110 is used.

It models the phase locked oscillator and a valve firing mechanism which addresses

six specified resistive branches in a given subsystem, operating them as switches.

With six pulse rectifier operation, only one group of valves is connected to the

converter Eansformer and two groups of valves ( two G6Pl10 models ) with two

transformers connected with star-star and sta¡lelta a¡e used to form a twelve

pulse rectifier bridge. The simplified configuration is as shown in Fig. d--4.
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O or¿cr from
valve Group

Controller

Fig. !4 HVDC Converter Valve Group Model G6P110

(v) Hvdc ransmission line model

A simpüfied DC transmission line model is selected in this study because

the ilteresting point is in the AC part of the system. This DC fansmission line

is represented by lumped par¿Lmeters in both rectifier side and inverter side. An

ideal DC voltage soruce is also used instead of the HVDC inverter. The detailed

parameters are listed in appendix C.

(vi) DC link control model

Several DC link contol models are available in EMTDC program. Their

conüolling functions ensure the conect operation of DC ftansmission system. A

converter with controlled firing usually operates in one of two modes. The first
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is the cturent control where the firing angle is specified to conrol the DC current

through the converter. Usually, it is used at the rectifier for a two terminal DC

transmission link. The second one is the 'gamma conbol'. In order to obtain a

steady DC voltage, 'gamma confrol' is used to confrol the extinction angle of

the inverter at a fixed minimum value, usually about 18 degrees. These two control

modes can be reversed so that the inverter controls current and the rectifier pro-

duces a steady DC voltage with its fluing angle ø kept constanL In this particular

case study, only current control is used at HVDC rectifier because of an ideal

DC voltage source being implemented at the inverter end.

The current confroller model POLP15 used at rectifier bridge in this simula-

tion system has two main functions. The first is to produce an alpha order by

a proportional-integral controller deriving from the error between crurent order

and measured current. The second function is to produce a gaûrma error signal

DGE which acts to increase desired gamma in the valve $oup controls when

measured current is less than current order. The block diagram for model POLP15

is as shown in Fig.4-5.

Cm 0.0]<oR?< 0.02

Cur¡cni Àlergin
(P. U. )

3<GRt <6
DA

.A'lpha
Amin Order

(radians)

DCE
Gamma E¡¡o¡

(radians)

Fig.4-5 Block Diagram of Pole Connoller POLPl5
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çY2. Simulation Process

The simulation of HVDC unit connected generation scheme sørted with

running the hydraulic tu¡bine and alternating machine, while the rectifier was

blocked and the direct current on DC transmission line and direct voløge at inverter

were set to zero. After the machine ran at the rated speed, i. e. , 377r/s aftar

0.01 second, the switches between machine and converter Eansformer were closed.

At the same time, the rectifier was deblocked and the inverter voløge was set

at the rated level, direct cwrent started to increase gradually and the minimum

delay angle o was set to two degrees. With the current and valve group contol,

the system achieved a steady state operating condition within one to two seconds.

A program called 'uniplot' was used to monitor the whole simulation pro-

cess and to pick up all the simulation results needed for the calculation of the

harmonic current magnitudes which will affect the generator additional losses.

Generator terminal voltage, stator winding, rotor field winding and damper winding

currents were plotted as shown in Fig. 44 to Fig.4 2l under system operating

frequency of 42Hz and 60Hz respectively.

44. Results and Analysis

Several system operating scena¡ios were simulated, which were based on

the common generator-rectifier configurations and load conditions, they included:

(Ð Six pulse rectifier unit connection under generator full load operation.

(ii) Twelve pulse rectifier unit connection under generator full load operation.

(iü) Six pulse rectifier unit connection under variable generator load operation.

(iv) Twelve pulse rectifier unit connection under va¡iable generator load operation.
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The frequency variation range used in this simulation was between 42Hz

and 66H2. Generator output power varied between 507o and l20%o of its full load

capacity according to the best efficiency curves derived in Chapter two. The vari-

ables appearing in the calculation results are explained as below:

PSO, PRO, PDO & PTOTO represent generator stator, rotor freld, rotor damper

and total generator winding losses respectively with no harmonic currents flowing

in these windings.

PSAH, PRAH, PDAH&PTOTA represent generator st¿tor, rotor field, rotor damper

winding and total generator winding losses respectively which are caused by har-

monic currents under unit-<onnection operation.

PSH, PRH & PTOTG are the total stator winding, rotor field winding and generator

winding losses respectively.

PERS, PERR, PERD & PERG represent the percentage losses caused by harmonic

currents in the stator, rotor field, rotor d¿rmper and the total generator windings.

The percentage values of generator winding losses are listed in Table 4-1

to Table L4. The calculation results reveal that:

(1) With the generator operating at constant output power conditions, the rotor

field winding fundamental rms value of excitation current, reduces as the system

operating frequency decreases. In confast, the rms value of fundamental current

increases when system frequency increases.

(2) The rms value of harmonic currents flowing in the generator windings are
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all increased when the generator operating frequency reduces. As a consequence,

the overall generator losses increase as system operating frequency decreases.

(3) The lower the system operating frequency is, the higher the generator winding

losses will be, and the generator winding losses under 12 pulse rectifier operation

have much lower magnitudes as compared to the one under 6 pulse rectifier opera-

tion.

(4) As for the generator operating at variable load conditions, lower output po,wer

operation will cause lower magnitude of generator winding fundamental as well

as harmonic cunents, and thus lead to less generator winding losses. In another

case, higher power output of generator will cause higher magnitudes of generator

winding currents and consequently higher winding losses.

Usually, the normally designed generators have the ability to withstand

the negative sequence current whose magnitude is up to ïVo - lL%o of the generator

current rating. The heating effect in the generator rotor due to harmonic currents

can be further represented by an equivalent negative sequence current,ln, which

will cause equal rotor heating under the same generator load conditions. That

is:

Pen=Prah*P¿"n

where P"n is the rotor loss caused by ln, and

P"n = ÐRrLn2

where R¡¡ is the equivalent rotor resistance.

(4-6)

From equations (4-l), (4-2) and (Á), the following equation can be derived:

I"n = ( [ I"lrunoz + LúInq2 + \^[ilrt!¡"þ¡ttz
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The calculation results are listed in Table Ç5 to Table 4-8 on pages 68

&.69. The percentage values of I"n show that under generator-rectifier full load

operating conditions, the equivalent of generator rotor winding negative crurent

increases as the system operating frequency decreases. This means that generator

rotor additional losses will increase when it operates at lower than rated frequencies

with generator output power unchanged. In the reverse case, the generator rotor

winding additional losses will be reduced if the unit connected generator operates

at the frequencies higher than rated value with the same load conditions as in

above case.

Comparing the 12 pulse with the 6 pulse rectifier operation, 12 pulse rectifi-

er operation at different frequencies will have much lower equivalent negative

current values and they are all within generator designed allowable range, i.e.,

below I2To rated negative sequence cunents. 6 pulse rectifier operation will cause

unacceptable high generator winding additional heating for normally designed gen-

erators under full load operation. Therefore the Re-rating of generator capacity

or special design requirement has to be considered.

With the generator operating at variable output power conditions, the overall

generator winding losses will be reduced when the generator operates at lower

than rated capacity level although the additional heating still increases as the

frequency reduces. So, generator over heating problem appears only when the

generator operates at over rated capacity level.

ç5. Firing Angle and Generator Power Factor

With the generator operating at constant output power conditions, the rectifi-

er fuing angle of a unit connected generation scheme under 60Hz base frequency
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operation in this simulation system is 16.9o for six pulse rectifier and 14.8o for

twelve pulse rectifier operation. When the system operating frequency goes down

to 42H2, the firing angle increases to 25.Lo and 25.6o for six pulse and twelve

pulse rectifier respectively. As the system operating frequency goes up to 66H2,

the firing angle decreases to 13.7o and 14.5o for six pulse and twelve pulse rectifier

respectively. With generator operating at variable oulput power conditions, the

firing angle varies from 29.8o at 42Hz to 9.1o at 66Hz for six pulse rectifier

operation and from 17 .lo at 42Hz to 8.7o at 66Hz for twelve pulse rectifier opera-

tion where the corresponding generator output powers at 42Hz and 66Hz arc 507o

and I20Vo of its rat€d capacity. The generator power factor va¡ies from 0.84 at

42Hz to 0.89 at 66Hz for six pulse rectifier operation and 0.86 at 42Hz to 0.91

at 66Hz for twelve pulse rectifier operation.

The above simulation results indicate that although there are no on-load

tap changers installed in converter ftansformer(s), the rectifier firing angle could

still work properly within acceptable range under different system operating fre-

quencies and different rectifier load condiúons. The generator power factor is well

above its rated value, and the additional reactive power requirement for unit-+on-

nected generator(s) operating at variable frequencies is not out of the allowable

range for normally designed hydraulic generators. Additional reactive power com-

pensation is not required for this scheme.

Á. Summary

As it was mentioned in Chapter two, hydraulic turbine operating efficiency

could be improved by variable speed operation when water head and generator

oulput power change. i. e. , when hydraulic power plant upper water head level

is lower than the rated level, lower speed operation could raise the operating
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efficiency, and in reverse, higher efficiency could be obtained by hydraulic turbine

operating at higher than rated speed when the water head is above the rated level.

The study results in this Chapter show that the lower frequency operation

of unit connected generator will cause more generator winding additional losses

with the generator output power unchanged at the rated level. For instance, the

additional losses of generator windings at 42Hz system operating condition is

almost doubled the value when it is at 60Hz This could reduce the benefits the

hydraulic turbine gains from variable speed operation. But in the actual generator

operating situation, the generators usually operate at lower than the rated capacity

conditions due to the upper water head level being less than the rated one. In

this case, generator winding additional power losses, or heating as a consequence,

may not be a serious problem because of the overall reduced losses of the generator

windings as it is calculated in the study case of variable generator load conditions.

Thus, the overall turbine-generator operating efficiency could still be improved.

Another beneficial aspect of variable frequency operation observed in this

study is that the generator winding additional losses caused by harmonic currents

will not be increased but reduced when the generator operates at higher frequen-

cies. This result is obøined even when the generator operates at over rated capacity

situations. This could further improve the overall efficiency of turbine-generator

operation, especially for the hydro power plants where their upper water head

fluctuates dramatically and frequently.

The rectifier firing angle is within acceptable operating range under any

system operating frequencies and rectifier load conditions specified in this study.

The additional reactive power requirement will not become a burden for normally

designed hydraulic generators under HVDC unit-+onnection operation.
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42Hz 48Hz 54Hz 57Hz 60Hz 63Hz 66Hz

PERS(7o) 9.394 8.806 6.936 6.581 6.r04 5.545 5.211

PERR(7o) 0.584 0.253 0.525 0.4s3 0.297 0.226 0.2t1

PERD(7o) 3.630 2.883 2.291 2.089 r.849 r.623 r.5t4

PERG(7o) 7.704 6.808 5.380 5.017 4.523 4.016 3.733

Table 4-l Full Load Generator Operation with 6 Pulse Rectifier Bridge

42Hz 48Hz 54Hz 57Hz 60Hz 63Hz 66Hz

PERS(7o) 2.108 2.051 r.926 t.732 r.396 r.249 0.915

PERR(7o) 0.284 0.154 0.151 0.109 0.054 0.077 0.124

PERD(7o) 1.190 0.898 0.775 0.690 0.582 0.508 0.367

PERG(7o) r.956 t.792 t.652 1.468 1.t76 t.052 0.782

Table 4--2 Full Load Generator Operation with 12 Pulse Rectifier Bridge

42Hz 48Hz 54Hz 57Hz 60Hz 63Hz 66Hz

PERS(7o) 3.546 4.926 5.722 6.119 6.8r2 6.234 6.t87

PERR(7o) 0.253 0.275 0.514 0.456 0.378 0.228 0.403

PERD(7o) 0.854 r.209 1.560 1..777 1.886 1.884 1.836

PERG(7o) 2.552 3.524 4.236 5.436 4.9s9 4.555 4.579

Table 4-3 Variable Load Generator Operation with 6 Pulse Rectifier Bridge

42Hz 48Hz 54Hz 57Hz 60Hz 63Hz 66Hz

PERS(7o) 0.779 1.038 t..189 1.077 r.074 0.972 0.779

PERR(7o) 0.048 0.r22 0.125 0.138 0.063 0.060 0.028

PERD(7o) 0.193 0.273 0.302 0.300 0.336 0.298 0.251

PERG(7o) 0.564 0.782 0.886 0.822 0.805 0.727 0.580

Table 4 4 Variable Load Generator Operation with 12 Pulse Rectifier Bridge
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6 Pulse Rectifier Bridge

Table 4-5 Full Load Generator Operation

12 Pulse Rectifier Bridge

Table 44 Full Load Generator Operation

6 Pulse Rectifier Bridge

Table 4-:7 Variable Load Generator Operation

12 Pulse Rectifier Bridge

Table 4-8 Variable Load Generator Operation

42Hz 48Hz 54Hz 57Hz 60Hz 63Hz 66Hz

Ln 0.398 0.369 0.355 0.346 0.330 0.315 0.312

7o 22.40 20.76 19.97 19.45 18.55 17.69 17.52

42Hz 48Hz 54Hz 57Hz 60Hz 63Hz 66Hz

Ln 0.190 0.171 0.t64 0.158 0.145 0.139 0.129

Vo 10.70 9.63 9.24 8.86 8.14 7.82 7.28

42Hz 48Hz 54Hz 57Hz 60Hz 63Hz 66Hz

Ln 0.248 0.282 0.318 0.330 0.332 0.322 0.322

Vo 13.95 15.88 17.87 18.54 18.64 18.12 18.10

42Hz 48Hz 54Hz 57Hz 60Hz 63Hz 66Hz

Ln 0.117 0.139 0.141 0.140 0.140 0.t27 0.116

Vo 6.55 7.81 7.93 7.86 7.81 7.t6 6.50
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CHAPTER 5

HARMONIC INTERFERENCE

5-1. Introduction

When HVDC unit+onnected generation scheme operates at variable fre-

quencies, the harmonic interferences in both AC and DC sides of rectifier could

become much severer as compared to the conventional scheme operating at fixed

frequency. In the mean time, with va¡iable frequency operation, the absolute fre-

quencies of harmonic voløges and currents in DC system will also vary, this

phenomenon will cause DC harmonic filters working ineffectively or improperly

because the lower order DC harmonic filters are usually designed to tune up only

with a particular fixed system operating frequency, say, 50Hz or 60Hz for most

power systems existing in the world.

From the HVDC rectifier theory we know that within conventional or unit

connected generation scheme under balanced and symmetrical operation, the rectifi-

er produces only characteristic harmonic voltages into the DC system in the order

of pq, where p is the pulse number and q is any integer, i.e. , 6th, 12th, 18dt,

""" for the 6 pulse rectifier operation and lzth, 24h,36th, """ for the 12 pulse

rectifier operation. The conventional designed lower order DC harmonic filters

only tune with the harmonic components which have the corresponding rated sys-

tem operating fundamental frequency of 50Hz or 60H2, i.e. 6ft or 12ü order of
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harmonic filters with respect to the fundamental frequency of 50Hz or 60H2. With

variable frequency operation under unit-+onnection scheme, the absolute harmonic

frequencies may vary from as low as 252H2 (6ú order), or 504H2(L2ú order),

corresponding to the fundamenøl frequency of 42Hz to as high as 396IJ2 (6th

order) or 792H2(12th order), conesponding to the fundamental frequency of 66H2.

These new system operating situations may lead to the DC harmonic filters being

not exactly tuned with these harmonic frequencies. The consequence therefore,

will be higher level of harmonic voltages and currents appearing on the DC rans-

mission lines. If these harmonic components exceed cert¿in permissible level,

radio interference may become an serious factor in the DC system design. The

purpose of this study is to investigate the severity of harmonic inærference in

both AC and DC systems when the unit-+onnected generation scheme is operating

at variable frequencies.

The system configuration used in this chapter is the same as the one

depicted in the previous chapter. The harmonic interference under 6 pulse and

12 pulse rectifier operation, fixed rated load and variable load of generator opera-

tions is evaluated in this chapter's study.

5-2. Harmonic Interference Evaluation Criteria

If an HVDC converter operates at ideal system conditions, i.e., with perfect-

ly balanced three phase voltage source; the impedances of all the three phases

are equal, and the converter conftol angles have the same value, then only the

characteristic harmonics are generated and these harmonics could be simply elimi-

nated by AC or DC harmonic filters. But with unit-+onnected generation scheme

which operates at variable frequency conditions, the absolute harmonic orders in

both AC and DC systems at the rated fundamental 60Hz frequency will vary
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along wittr the system operating frequency change, and at the same time, the magni-

tudes of these harmonic components will also vily conespondingly.

In order to determine the harmonic interference level in both AC and DC

systems under variable frequency operation of unit-+onnection scheme, several

interference disturbance criteria are usedls. The interference performance is normal-

ly defined in terms of :

(Ð Dn r Individual harmonic distortion, which is defined as:

Dn = Vn'100/Vr (5 - l)

where Dn is in percentage of voløge ratio, and

V1 is the rated fundamental rms voltage.

Vn is the nü harmonic rms voltage.

(iÐ Deff: total effective harmonic distortion defined as ,

Deff = .E(v;loo /tP 6 -2)
where D"6 is in percent, it reflects the harmonic distortion level

of the whole system.

(iü) Tif : telephone interference factor, which is expressed by :

rir = ./j(rrprvrP^r (5 - 3)

where P¡ is the C-message weighting

V¡ is the rms voltage of frequency 'f' on the power line.

V =.EVrP, is rhe weighted rms voltage.
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(iv) IT: telephone influence crurent, defined as :

lr = {LGrilP (s -4)
where T¡ is the corresponding single frequency TIF.

I¡ is the nth harmonic rms curent.

Typical maximum permissible levels of harmonic interference factors speci-

fied for hvdc converters are : Dn is less or equal to 1.070; D"s is betuteen 27o

and 57o and IT is no more than 25,000 per line. In this chapter's study, the above

factors are evaluated for unit-+onnected generation scheme. One point needed

to be mentioned is that although the calculation of these factors does not consider

the uncharacteristic harmonic components, the calculation results can still be used

as references to reflect and compare the harmonic interference levels between

different system configurations(6 pulse and 12 pulse), different system operating

frequencies and different load conditions under unit-connected generation opera-

tion. A FORTRAN program was writæn to calculate Dn, D"ff&IT factors with

the cooperation of EMTDC program. This FORTRAN program is listed in appen-

dix E.

5-3. DC System Harmonic Voltages

A similar approach, as it was used in chapter three, is applied to analyze

the frequency influence on the DC system harmonic voltages. With the assumption

of infinitely large smoothing reactors on the DC nansmission line right at the

rectifier bridge, an equation for complex values of the harmonics of direct voltage

is obtained:

V¿r/V¿o = 0.5'F:(4, õ, h)
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and an equation for the rms values is :

V¿r,/V¿o = F¿(cr, p, h) (5-6)

where V¿o is the no load ideal DC voltage.

a is the delay angle.

p is the overlap angle.

ô is the sum of cr and P.

h = p'g, p is ttre pulse number and q is any integer.

fu = l/. (h+ I)' a+ t(h+l )'õl /(h+ 1 ) - [/(h- I )' a+ Z(h-t)' õ] l(h- I )'

and

Fa = [812 +Ez2 -2.p,1.g.2.83]U2 (5 -7)
where Er = cos[(h-l)tt'12]1(},,-l)

Ez = cos[(h +I)p,12]l þ+l)

Er = cos(2c+p)

If the generator-rectifier operates at full load condition, then, the following

equation obtained is :

Xc = cosct, - cos(a+¡r) (5 - 8)

where X" is the commutating reactance in pu., and with variable

frequency operation, then :

f = (fu/xc)lcosc - cos(u + ¡r)] (5 - 9)

where f5 is the system rated operating frequency, i.e., 60Hz

Using the above equations, graphs of V¿n/Vao for h = 6, 12, 18 and 24

are plotted in Fig.5-l to Fig.54 respectively. The following results are observed

from these curyes :
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(l) The magnitudes of voltage ha¡monics decrease as the harmonic voltage orders

increase at the lower frequency range under the same fuing angle o'

(2) Within the frequencies considered in this study, i.e., from 42Hz to 66Hz'

the magnitudes of direct voltage harmonics vary from 67o to I57o of. the no load

ideal voltage(V¿o) for the order of 6ú, zEo to \Vo for the order of 12ú, lVo to

77o for the order of lSth and 0.57o to 570 for the order of 24ü.

(3) For the effective operation of rectifier, overlap angle p must be less than

60o for 6 pulse and less than 30o for 12 pulse operation. So, as a consequence'

the frequency range for 6 pulse rectifier operation is larger than the frequency

range for 12 pulse rectifier operation.

(4) The larger the delay angle c is the higher the system frequency can be operated'

(5) The magnitudes of direct voltage harmonics are dependent upon the value

of firing angle G, and the larger the g is the higher the highest harmonic voløge

magnitude will be.

(6) Different commutation feactances have different system operating frequency

range, the higher the X" is the nalÎower the frequency range will be.

From the above observations it can be seen that the magnitudes of direct

voløge harmonics vary along with system operating frequency change' The severest

harmonic voltage distortion may happen at any particular system operaúng frequen-

c¡ and this operating point is dependent upon the rectifier fuing angle a and

system operating frequency, and so on.
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5-4. EMTDC Simulation

EMTDC simulation for harmonic interference in this chapter is relatively

different from the one in last chapter. The main difference is the DC nansmission

line model. In this chapter, HVDC üansmission line as a main study object is

described in a more detailed way. This moder is called the disributed parameter

Eansmission line model. It operates on the principle of travelling waves' A voløge

disturbance will travel along a conductor at its propagation velocity until it is

reflected at the lines end. The reasons to use this model are :

(Ð It provides greater computational time and increased matrix sizes,

(iÐ Not practical with a large number of mutually coupled conductors,

(iü) Frequency dependent attenuation of the Favelling waves is not easily and

accurately incorPorated.

The main parameters required to be fed into DC nansmission line model

afe: steady state frequency, higher frequency for fransients' line length mode

üavel times, characteristic impedance of each mode, modal resistance unit length

at higher frequency, c1llïent modal Eansformation matix and voløge model frans-

formation maüix. The more detailed description of the input parameters is in the

appendix C. As for the other EMTDC models, i.e., generator, commutation bans-

formers, and so on, are the same as those used in the previous chapters'

In this chapter's investigation, the DC voltages at thfee points along the

DC ransmission line are monitored and calculated by EMTDC program' These

are the DC voltage before smoothing reactors(node 1), DC voltage after smoothing

reactor and DC filters(node2), and DC voltage at the middle point of DC nansmis-

sion line( node 24). AC system harmonic interference level is also investigated
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at the point

is as shown

of generator oulput

in Fig.5-5.

terminal bus. The system configuration diagram

Fig.5-5 HVDC Unit-Connected Generation Scheme

The procedure of starting up unit-connected generation scheme for harmon-

ic interference analysis is the same as the one used in the last chapter' 'Uniplot'

program is used again to monitor the simulation and to calculate the AC and

DC harmonic voløges. The direct voløge wave forms at thlee points along DC

transmission line are plotæd in Fig. 5-6 to Fig' 5-15'

5-5. Simulation Results and Analysis

Unit-+onnected generation scheme operating at frequencies between 42Hz

and 66Hz under 6 pulse and 12 puise rectifier with constant rated generator output

power is simulaæd by EMTDC program. Similæ simulations for va¡iable generator

output power is aiso made under the above conditions'

5-5-1. AC System Harmonic Interference
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The simulation and calculation results for Dn, De¡¡ and IT factors for genera-

tor terminal voltage under constant ouþut po,wer level are listed in Table 5-1

and Table 5-2. Calculation results for variable generator oulput are represented

in Table 5-3 and Table 5-4.

From the calculation results listed in these Tables, the following observa-

tions are made:

(1) Each individual direct voltage harmonics, Dn, in per unit system varies along

with the change of system operating frequency. For the lower order of harmonics,

their magnitudes increase as system operating frequency goes up.

(2) The overall level of system harmonic voløge distortion, represented bY D"n,

increases as the system operating frequency goes up.

(3) Telephone influence current, IT, fluctuates along with the change of system

operating frequency, but there is no clear evidence that IT increases along with

frequency going up.

(4) The values of all the above factors, D"6 and IT, are reduced when this system

operating condition changes from 6 pulse rectifier operation to 12 pulse rectifier

operation.

(5) Whatever the system operating condition is, 6 pulse or 12 pulse, 42Hz or

60H4 the values of Dn, Ds6 and IT are all exceeded the sysæm allowable maximum

permissible level, therefore the corresponding remedies must be made in order

to ensure a proper operation of the whole system.
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As for the variable load operation case, although the AC current is reduced

when the generator ouÞut power is less than the rated value, the AC voløge

does not reduce correspondingly with the reduced system operating frequency,

and the values of Dn and D"¡1 factors a¡e still higher than the allowable maximum

permissible level. When generator operates at over rated capacity level and higher

frequencies, i.e. , over 60H2, the situation could be even worse. Only IT value

is reduced when generator operates at less than rated capacity level, this is simply

because of the reduced AC nansmission line curents.

5-5-2. DC System Harmonic Interference

The calculation results for Dsff ar€ listed in Table 5-5 to Table 5-8. Where

Table 5-5 and Table 5-6 are the results for constant load case and Table 5-:7 and

Table 5-8 are the results for variable load case. The calculation results for Dn

factor are listed in the appendix F.

From the results in the above Tables it can be seen that:

(1) The harmonic voløge distortion level at node I (right after the rectifier bridge)

will be severer when the system operating frequency goes up ftom 42Hz to 66H2.

(2) The voløge distortion levels at node 2 &24 (see Fig. 5-l) have the minimum

levels when the system operates at around 60H2. The farther the frequency is

away from the rated system operating frequency, i.e., 60H2, the higher the voløge

distortion level will be, this is simply because the DC hæmonic filters are designed

to tune up only to the harmonic components whose fundamental frequency is

60H2.
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(3) Within the frequency range in this study, the severest harmonic voltage distor-

tion is happened at 42Hz system operating frequency while the distortion level

at node 2 is 5.46 and 2.35 times higher than the level when the system operates

at 60Hz under 6 pulse and L2 pulse rectifier bridge respectively. The voltage

distortion levels at node 24 are less affected by the system operating frequency

variation.

Similar results are observed with variable load conditions. The voløge

distortion level is not related with the direct current value. Even when the DC

current is reduced to 50Vo of its rated value at 42Hz system operating condition,

the harmonic voltage distortion factor D"¡1 is still as high as 6.377o, which is

almost eight times higher than the one at 60Hz system operating frequency for

six pulse rectifier operation. D"6 factor keeps at the same level when DC current

is above the rated value with the generator operating at higher than 60Hz frequen-

cies. Twelve pulse rectifier operation has much more improved harmonic voltage

distortion level and is relatively less frequency affected.

5{. Summary

Both AC and DC system harmonic components are frequency related. Vari-

able frequency operation could generate harmonic components at any absolute

frequencies, and the magnitudes of harmonic components will vary along with

system operating frequency change. Harmonic interference, usually caused by lower

order harmonics, could be severer in both AC and DC systems if the unit--connected

generation scheme operates at variable frequencies as compared to the conventional

scheme operating at a fixed operating frequency. More detailed investigations in

several a¡eas should be made when an unit-<onnected generating sysæm is going

to be designed to operat€ under variable frequencies. Such as, the proper system
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operating frequency range, the harmonic interference levels at different frequencies,

etc. The corresponding remedies to reduce the harmonic interference level at both

AC and DC sides of rectifier may need to be considered. Special design require-

ment for DC harmonic filters, for example, the lower order broad band DC harmon-

ic filters, may have to be used in order to reduce DC harmonic voltages and

cürents when this scheme operates at relatively large frequency range.

Twelve pulse rectifier bridge configuration for unit connected generation

scheme is recommended for it could effectively reduce the harmonic interference

level in both AC and DC systems.
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6 Pulse Rectifier Operation
with Constant Generator Output Power

Table 5-1 AC System Dn, Deff & IT Calculation Results

12 Pulse Rectifier Operation
with Constant Generator Ouþut Power

Table 5-2 AC System Dn, D"ff & IT Calculation Results

42Hz 48Hz 54Hz 57Hz 60Hz 63Hz 66Hz

Dtrl 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00

Dtsl 16.12 15.88 t6.66 t7.91 17.97 18.02 19.09

D0) 9.76 11.59 t2.01 12.68 12.38 12.08 11.32

D(rl) 5.28 3.26 2.96 3.67 4.87 5.73 6.01

D(r¡) 3.23 2.82 3.19 3.98 5.24 6.t7 6.76

D(r7) 2.79 4.15 4.93 4.95 4.s5 3.96 3.73

D(re) 3.39 4.20 4.01 3.M 2.88 1.90 2.17

D(23) 3.49 0.96 2.34 3.01 3.31 3.2t 2.72

Dtzs) 1.69 1.13 1.50 2.75 2.85 2.t7 r.92

Des) 0.32 t.34 r.24 0.67 0.11 0.62 0.78

D(¡r) 1.40 1.43 0.86 0.06 0.43 0.94 1.87

D(:s) t.20 0.75 1.58 0.79 1.05 1.13 0.15

Dt¡7) 1.56 r.2t 0.83 0.79 1.11 0.48 0.70

Deff 20.83 21.17 22.23 23.78 24.02 24.05 24.67

IT 129238t 1389769 r473939 1022097 1088660 1153285 1528491

42Hz 48Hz 5AHz 57Hz 60Hz 63Hz 66Hz

Dtrr 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 r00.00 100.00

Dtrl) 5.47 3.35 3.04 3.72 4.69 5.84 6.08

D(r¡) 3.20 2.91 3.16 4.07 5.36 6.11 6.86

D(z¡) 3.58 2.14 2.32 3.07 3.26 3.28 2.81

D(zs) t.74 t.2l t.47 2.70 2.88 2.09 1.85

Dt¡s) 1.24 0.8s r.46 0.82 1.13 r.24 0.45

D(s7) 1.48 1.19 1.04 0.97 1.20 0.s9 0.74

Deff 7.56 4.77 5.47 6.87 8.52 9.35 9.66

IT 890288 802242 840950 558637 801830 836490 1140681
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6 Pulse Rectifier Operation
with Variable Generator Ouþut Power

Table 5-3 AC System Dn, Deff & IT Calculation Results

12 Pulse Rectifier Operation
with Variable Generator Ouþut Power

Table 5-4 AC System Dn, Deff & IT Calculation Results

42Hz 48Hz 54Hz 57Hz 60Hz 63Hz 66Hz

Dtu 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00

Drsl t0.22 12.3t t7.49 19.47 18.52 17.86 19.71

P1z) 4.89 8.53 11.91 12.45 13.15 11.59 t2.24

D(u) 6.40 6.82 6.17 3.90 4.09 6.98 8.04

D(r3) 5.27 5.73 4.26 3.51 3.37 7.24 7.78

D(r7) 3.27 1.99 2.90 5.55 4.64 3.09 3.76

D(re) 3.22 r.22 1.98 3.54 3.94 2.s6 2.68

D1æ) 0.65 3.r9 3.81 0.87 1.87 2.tt 2.34

Dtzs) 0.28 2.24 2.57 r.69 t.73 1.18 0.92

D(ze) 0.13 r.32 r.82 1.05 0.94 0.76 0.19

D(¡l) 0.10 0.62 1.01 0.00 r.36 0.00 0.00

Deff 14.79 r8.08 23.27 24.69 24.31 24.02 26.29

IT 78922r 824736 925922 1062716 922425 974200 t079923

42Hz 48Hz 54Hz 57Hz 60Hz 63Hz 66Hz

Dtrl 100.00 r00.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00

D(r1) 6.24 6.73 6.26 4.r7 4.33 6.47 7.96

D(r3) 5.02 5.51 4.74 3.96 3.67 7.09 7.47

Dtz¡) 0.74 3.12 3.65 0.91 1.74 2.05 2.28

Dtzs) 0.99 2.35 2.41 1.58 r.69 t.t2 0.97

Deff 8.32 9.84 9.03 5.73 6.12 10.38 11.55

IT 584980 708474 701363 683904 592104 74s622 1628671
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42Hz 48Hz 54Hz 57Hz 60Hz 63Hz 66Hz

Deff(l) 11.45 11.05 11.85 13.14 14.t3 15.09 15.27

Detr(2) 5.13 2.t9 2.38 1.50 0.94 t.t4 2.68

Deff(2a) 3.67 1.55 2.26 t.39 0.94 0.75 1.47

6 Pulse Rectifier Operation

Table 5-5 DC System D"6 Calculation Results with Constant Load

12 Pulse Rectifier Operation

Table 5-6 DC System D"6 Calculation Results with Constant Load

6 Pulse Rectifier Operation

Table 5-7 DC System D"6 Calculation Results with Variable Load

12 Pulse Rectifier Operation

Table 5-8 DC System D"6 Calculation Results with Variable Load

42Hz 48Hz 54Hz 57Hz 60Hz 63Hz 66Hz

Detr(l) 5.84 4.59 7.14 9.63 r0.73 11.27 12.59

Deff(2) 1.55 1.31 r.40 1.00 0.66 0.70 t.t7

Defl2a:) 1.31 1.09 I.4T 1.00 0.63 0.s4 1.07

42Hz 48Hz 54Hz 57Hz 60Hz 63Hz 66Hz

Deff(l) 11.70 12.76 13.02 r4.63 13.32 14.43 14.36

Deff(2) 6.37 2.61 r.28 t.7t 0.80 t.23 1.97

Deff(A:\ 3.89 t.2t r.69 r.37 0.82 0.85 2.49

42Hz 48Hz 54Hz 57Hz 60Hz 63Hz 66Hz

Deff(1) 4.47 4.57 4.s6 6.s0 9.03 Lt.22 13.29

Detr(2) 0.89 0.89 l.t0 0.89 0.52 0.61 0.95

Den?A:) 0.51 0.8s 1.19 0.87 0.53 0.51 0.24
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CHAPTER 6

CONCLUSTONS AND SUGGESTIONS

The generator winding power losses as well as harmonic interference prob-

lems have been investigated for the HVDC unit-+onnected generation scheme

operating at variable frequencies. Based on the results and analyses of the project,

the following conclusions can be drawn:

(l) The magnitudes of harmonic currents, in both AC and DC systems, generated

by the HVDC rectifier normal operating process, are frequency dependenl General-

ly speaking, the magnitudes of harmonic currents are reciprocal to the increase

of system operating frequency.

(2) The generator winding power losses caused by fundamental currents increase

when the generator operating frequency increases from 42Hz to 66Hz under con-

stant generator ouÞut power conditions, while the additional generator winding

power losses caused by harmonic currents will be decreased when the generator

operating frequency increases within the same range. As a result, the generator

winding power losses and consequently heating will be increased by decreasing

the system operating frequency with the generator ouþut power kept unchanged

at the rated level.

(3) As the generator usually operates at lower than the rated capacity condition
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when the hydraulic power plant upper water head level is lower than the rated

height, lower frequency operation may not cause generator winding overheating

if the normally designed generator is connected to a twelve pulse rectifier bridge.

Re-rating or special design is required for the generator if it operates with a

six pulse rectifier bridge.

(4) Close attention must be made when a unit-<onnected generator operates at

frequencies higher than the rated level accompanied by generator overcapacity

operation. The overall generator winding heating may be increased although the

winding additional heating caused by harmonic currents is reduced as compared

to the generator operating at rated frequency level.

(5) The additional generator winding heating is not a serious problem for a unit-

connected generator operating at variable frequencies when it is connected to a

twelve pulse rectifier bridge. Hence, the overall hydraulic turbine-generator operat-

ing efficiency could still be improved.

(6) The va¡iation of the rectifier firing angle ø caused by different operating

frequencies is within the accepøble range for rectifier operation. The additional

reactive power requirement will not become a burden for normally designed hy-

draulic generators in HVDC unit<onnection operation.

(7) Harmonic interference in the unit-+onnected generation scheme operating at

variable frequencies may become severer as compared to the HVDC conventional

scheme or the unit-connected generation scheme in a fixed frequency operation.

The radio interference levels in both the AC and DC sides of this system are

all above the designed maximum permissible standæds. The conesponding reme-

dies might have to be made if it is required to do so by a particular scheme.
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(8) The effectiveness of DC harmonic filters designed to eliminate harmonic com-

ponents only tune to the fÏxed rated frequency, will be influenced by variable

frequency operation of the system. The larger the system operating frequency

deviation is from the rated value, the less effective the DC harmonic filters will

be. This is more obvious at the lower order DC harmonic filters. Active harmonic

filters or on line tuning harmonic filters are needed to reduce the DC harmonic

voltages and currents.

(9) The additional generator winding heating and the harmonic interference prob-

lems caused by the unit-connected generation scheme operating at variable frequen-

cy operation ¿ue not insurmountable. In summary, the unit-connected generation

scheme is æchnically feasible and quite attractive. However, to confum its viability,

one has to carry out detailed economic as well as reliability evaluations.
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APPENDIX A

GENERATOR DATA USED IN EMTDC SIMUI"AÏION PROGR.AIVI

(i) Parameters in EMTDC MACIOO Machine Model

X¡¿

Xza

X*q
Xzq

Xr:
Xmdo

Xz¡o

Rr:
Rz¿

Rs¿

R2q

Sator leakage reactance {pu)
: Unsaturated magneüzlr:g reactance (pu)

: Rotor mutual leakage reactance (pu)

Damper leakage reactance (pu)

Field leakage reactance (pu)

: Quad-axis magnetizing reactance (pu)

Quad-axis damper leakage reactance (pu)

Stator winding resistance (pu)

Field winding resistance (pu)

Direct-axis flamper resistance (pu)

Quad-axis damper resistance (pu)

H: Generator inertia constarrt (MW-sec/MVA)

OMO : Generator base angular frequency (rad/sec)

D : Generator mechanical damping
VBASE : Rated rms phase voltage (kV)

IBASE : Rated rms phase curent (kA)

THEIA: Initial angle of the rotor (rad.)

ID : Initial direct-axis stator winding current (pu)

IQ : Initial quad-axis stator winding current (pu)

IF: Initial field winding current (pu)

(ü) Data from Manitoba Hydro for Limestone Generating Station

Generator Name Plate:
Generator rating = I56MVA; Vbase = l3.8kV;
Rated Power factor = O.79;

Phase : 3; Base frequency -- 6OHz

Reactances ( per unit ) and resistances :

Direct-axis reactance, )fu = 0.62
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Direct-axis transient reactance, X¿'= g.2g

Direct-axis sub'tralsient reactance, )fu" = O.2O

Quad-axis reactance, & = 0.62

Quad-axis sub-transient reacta¡rce, &" = O.2O

Negative sequence reactarce, X2 = O.L4

Zero sequence reactance, )b = 0.14
Stator u¡inding resistance at 25"C, R" = 0.00667 O

Rotor vrinding resistance at 25oC, Rr = 0. t f 162 O

Time constants (sec.) :

Direct-axis open-circuit transient time constant, Tao'= 5.20
Direct-axis short-circuit transient time constâlt, T¿' = 2.OO

Direct-axis open<ircuit sub-transient time constârtt, T¿6" = O.O4

Direct-axis short-circuit sub-transient time constant, T¿" = O.O3

Short-circuit armature time constant, T^= O.l2

(iji) Formulas used to convert parameters from (ü) to (Ð

X, = $*AGFC
)Çn¿o =)fo-Xr
Xz¿ = -L.O/(l.OlXm¿o - I.O/Ofu'-Xr))
Xa¿ = I.O/(l.O/(Xd" -Xl) - 1.O/Xmdo - 1.0/X2d)

)Ç"n = & -Xt
Xzq = L.O/(l.O/(Xq" -"t) - I.OÆç'q)

Rz¿ = (Xz¿ + Xmdo)/(OMO/T¿o')
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APPENDIX B

HARMONIC COMPONENTS CALCUIJATION PROGR.âIÍ

C FORTRAN F77 PROGAM

C DECEMBER 15, 1991 MONDAY

C AC HARMONIC CURRENT VS. SYSTEM OPERÀTING FREQUENCY

C FHZ: SYSTEM OPERATING FREQUENCY

C XCP: RECTIFTER COMMUTATING REACTÀNCE

C IHUP: AC HÀRMONIC CURRENT (PU, W.R.T. I10)
C IDP: DC CURRENT (PU)

C IHIP: AC HARMONIC CURRENT (PU, W.R.T. Iuo)
C VDH: DC HARMONIC VOLTAGE (PU, W.R.T V0)
C ÀL: FIRTNG ANGLE ALPHA

C Xc: COMMUTATING REACTANCE

C H: HARMONIC ORDER

C K: INTEGER, K=0, CALCULATING AC HARMONIC CURRENT;

C K=1, CALCULATTNG DC HARMONIC VOLTAGE

C

DTMENSTON rHUP(700), rDP(700), rHrP(700)
DIMENSION VDH(7OO), XCP(7OO), FHZ(7OO)
REAL XC, D, F1-, F2, F3, A, AL, U

REAL IHUP, IDP, THIP, VDH, XCP, FHZ

]NTEGER H, K
READ (5,*) K, AL, XC, H

C

rF(K.EQ.1) GOTO 100
c
C CALCULATE THE AC HARMONIC CONPONENTS

C

DO 50 I=1, 100, !
u=0 . L *r *3 . 14159265 / 1.80 . 0

À=AL*3 . r 4159265 / 180 . 0

C

D=2*SIN ( (2 *A+U) / 2) *SIN (U /2)
F1=srN ( (H-1) *U/2) / (H-7)
F2=SIN ( (H+L ) *U/21 / (H+L)
F3=COS(2*A+U)
F4= ( F1 *F1+F2 *F2-2*F1*F2*F3 

)

F=F4**(0.5)
IHUP(I)=F/(H*D)
TDPIT)=1 .47421.36*D
IHIP(I)=F/H

c
XCP ( I ) =cos (À) -coS (A+u)
FHZ ( I ) =60 .0*XCP ( I ) /Xc

5O CONTINUE
C

1OO CONTINUE
Do 150 I=1, 700, 1

U=0 . 1 *I*3 . 141 59265 / 180 . 0

A=AL*3 .14159265 / I80. 0

C

Et =Cos ( (H_1) *u/2) / (H_1)
E2=CoS ( (H+1) *U/2) / (H+t\
E3=COS (2*A+U)
E4 = ( E1 * El- + E2 * E2-2* EI* E2* E3 \
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E=E4**(0.5)
VDH(I)=E

c
xcP ( I ) =cos (A) -cos (À+u)
FHZ ( I ) =60. 0*XCP (I) /XC

150 CONTINUE
C

rF(K.EQ.1) GOTO s00
C STORE THE CALCULATTON RESULT INTO FILE 'RESULT'
C

OPEN(FILE='res.ac', STATUS='NEW', ACCESS='SEQUENTIAL',
+ FORM= ' FORMÀTTED 

" 
UNIT=2 5 )

DO 200 I=1, 700, 1

WRITE (25,I0) 0.1*I,FHZ(T),XCP(T),THUP(I),IDP(I),THIP(I)
1O FORMAT(3X,F6,2,3X,F8.3,3X,F8.6,3X,F8.6,3X,F8'6,3X,F8'6)
2OO CONTINUE

cl,osE(25)
5OO CONTTNUE
C

OPEN(FILE='res.dc', STATUS='NEW', ACCESS='SEQUENTIAL',
+FORM=' FORMÀTTED', UNIT=35 )

DO 300 I=1, 700, 1

wRrTE (35,20 ) 0 .1*r,FHZ (r ) , XCP (t ) ,VDH (Ï )

20 FORMAT (3X, F6 .2 ,3X, F8 .3,3X, F8 .6,3X, F8 .6 )

3OO CONTINUE
closE(3s)
STOP
END
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APPENDIX C

TT\TDC T]NIT-CONNECTED GENERATION SCHEME

EMTDC SIMULATION PROGRA}Í

SUBROUTINE DSDYN

c
C *** FORTRAN-77 *** DATE DEC. 09, 199T REV]SION NO. #1

c
C Associ-aLed fil-es -
c Datafile: L2pu1se.daE
C DsouL : 12pu1se.ouL
C

C Purpose: Simulation of Unit connected generation system with
C a rectifier (12-pu1se) connected to a batcery operating
c at steady-state situation
C calcuÌation of generator winding harmonic currents
C ac harmonic current filEers are not considered at
C sending end of ac system
C

C Include and Common Block declarations
c ------

INCLUDE,EMI.d,
INCLUDE'emt.e'
COMMON / S7 /TIME,DELT, ICH, PRINT, FINTIM
coMMoN /s2lsToR (ND10 ),NEXC
coMMoN /s3/GVLV (4, 4, 24),NVLV
coMMoN /s4/vAR(ND11),CON(ND12 ), PGB (ND13 )

C

C Variable declarations
c ----

REAL TIME, DELT, PRINT, FINTIM, STOR,VAR, CON, PGB

INTEGER ICH.NEXC,NVLV
C

C Variable defi.nition
C

c
C CSMF library variabLes
c ------
C TNTGL3T CSMF integra]. funcLion with limits
C LDLAG2: CSMF lead/lag function
C LIMIT: CSMF limiter function
C REALP2: CSMF real- pole
C VM3PH2: CSMF measured 3 phase rms line voltages
C

C Turbine generator excitation system variabl-es
c ------
C TMECHO: init j.al mechanical- torgue
C TMECH : mechanicaf torgue
C TELEC : elecLrical torque
C ICONV : indicator used in scrxL9
C TUSPD : turbine operaEing angle speed
C PREAL : ac ouLput acEive power from macLoo
C QREAC : ac output reactive power from mac100
C SMVA : generator output power (mva)
C COSA : generator output power factor
C REFPU : turbine operating speed reference (pu)
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C W0 : rated operaLing angle speed
C W : generator operatj.ng angle speed
C RF : generator fieLd resistance
C IFD : generator field current
C FREQ : system operating freguency
c
C Converter dc variabl-es

C IDCO: desired vaÌue of dc current order
C CMEASR: Measured dc line current for rectifier controll-er
C CMEASI: Measured dc line current for inverEer controlfer
c AoRl: Alpha order from rectifier valve #L controller
C AoR2: AJ-pha order from rectifier valve #2 controfler
C KBR: Rectifier blocking-deblocking signal
C DGR: Ganìna error in radians for rectifier conLrolfer
C DAR: desired alpha in radians from rectifier pole controller
C MÀ1: Measured alpha in rectifier val-ve group #1

C MA2: Measured alpha in rectifier val-ve group #2

C MG1: Measured gamma in rectifier valve group *1
c MGz: Measured gamma in rectifier val-ve group #2

C AMINR: Alpha minimum limit in radians for recLifier controller
C AMINI: Alpha minimum limit in radians for inverter control-ler
c KCR1: Colrunutation failure indicator for rectifier vaLve #1

c KcR2! Commutation failure indicator for rectifier val"ve #2

C

C Variabl-edeclarations
c ------

REAL INTGL3 , LDLAG2, LIMTT, REALP2 ,VM3 PH2

REAL TMECHO,TMECH,TELEC,TUSPD, PREAL,QREAC

REAL WO,W, REFPU, RF, ÏFD,FREQ
REAL ]DCO, CMEASR,CMEAST,Ä,OR1,AOR2
REAL DGR, DAR,MA].,MA2,MG1,MG2
REAL AMINR,AMINI
INTEGER KCR1, KCR2, KBR

C

C VAR (1 . . l-00 ) def ini tions
c ------
C VAR(1): time to rel-ease large time constant
C VÀ,R(2) : time to rel-ease turbine
C VAR(3): [ime of debJ.ocking Ehe converter valves
C VÀR(4) : time of changing current order to 0.75 pu.
C VAR(5) : time of changing current order to 1.00 pu.
c VAR (6 ) : sysLem operating frequency
C VAR(7): value of j.ntegral gain --- pole controller
C VAR(B): Value of proportional gain - pole controlLer
C VAR(9) : governor speed reference pu
C VAR(10): Value of inverter volEage(battery)
C VAR(11): dc currenL order
c
C CoN(1..100) definitions
c ------
C CoN(1) = fieLd vol-tage
C CoN(2) = field current
C CON(3) = active power output from generator
C CoN(4) = reactive power output from generaLor
C CON(5) = vm3ph2 voltage signal j-nLo the controfler
C CoN(6) = angle speed of synchronous machine
C CoN(?) = output torque to be inpu[ into mac].00
C CON(B) = electromechanical torque in per unit
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C CON(9) = generator output power factor
c
C CON(11) = Rêâsured gamma in reccifier val-ve group +l-

C CON(12) = measur€d alpha in recLj-fier vaLve group #1

C CON(13) = desired value of dc current order
C CON(14) = ffieêsured dc current at recLifier
C CON(15) = measured dc current at inverter
C CoN(16) = desired alpha order at rectifier in degree
C CON(17) = measurêd alpha order at rectifier in degree
C CON(18) = measured gamma order at rectifier in degree
C

C CON(19) = generator output active power
C CON (20) = generator out.put reactive power
C

C CoN (21,1 = rectifier input acLive power
C CON (22) = rectifier inpuL reactive power
C

C CoN (23) = harmonic current filters acLive power consumpEion
C CoN (24) = harmonic current f ilt.ers reacEive po\¡/er consumpEion
C CON(25) = harmonic filfer current

C CON(40) = generator rotor resistance
C CON(41) = generator rotor current
C CON (421 = generaLor damper d-axis resistance
C CON(43) = generator damper q-axis resistance
C CON (44]) = generator damper d-axis current
C CON(45) = generator damper q-axis current
C CON (46\ = generator stator winding resistance
C CON(41]} = generator stator winding current
C CON(48) = generator stator d-axis current
C CON(49) = generator stator q-axis current
L

c * * * * * * * * * * * * + * * * * * * * ** * * ** ** * * * * ** * * * * *** *

C

C Initialization steps
j ------

IF (TIME .GT. DELT) GO TO 10
c ***
1O CONTINUE
C

c Program begins
c
c

T CONV= 1

C IGNORE LARGE TTME CONSTANTS IF T]ME<VAR(1)
C

IF(TIME.LE.VAR(1) ) ICONV=O

C

lÄl0=376.991
REFPU=VAR ( 9 )

TUSPD=REFPU*W0
TMECHO=TMECH

IF(TIME.LE.VAR(2) ) GOTO 20

TUSPD= -REFPU*W0
TMECHO=*1 .0

c
20 CONTINUE
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c
C GOVËRNOR CONTROLLER HGOV1S,OUTPUT IS TMECH

C

CALL HGOV1B ( REFPU, W, W0, 0 . 88, 3 .7, 0 . 44, 0 . 02, 0 . 8, 0 . 4,
+ 0.05,4.8,0.1,0.04,0.22,0.0'L.0'0.957,
+ TMECHO,TMECH)

C

C EXCITER CONTROLLER, AC SENDING END SOURCE SET UP

c
CALL SCRXLg (L,2L,22,23, 1.0,0.0,CON(1)'1,CON(2), 0, ICONV)

c
C GENERÀTOR MODEL OUTPUT TE,FLD,PREAL,QREAC
c

CALL MAC10O (t,2L,22,23, 1. 0,CON(1),TMECH,TELEC,CON (2), 1,
+ PREÀL,QREAC,W,TUSPD)

C

C pick up generator currents
C

C generator rotor currents
C

coN(40)=0.0084
coN(41)=CON(2)

c
C generator damper current
C

coN (42 ) =SToR (NEXC-100+6 )

CoN ( 43 ) =sToR (NEXC-100+3 6 )

CON ( 44 ) =STOR (NEXC-100+12 )

coN ( 45 ) =SToR (NEXC-100+41 )

C

C generator stator current
c

CoN ( 4 6 ) =sToR (NEXC-100+24 )

coN ( 47 ) =STOR (NEXC-100+20 )

CoN ( 48 ) =SToR (NEXC-100+10 )

CoN ( 49 ) =STOR (NEXC-1O0+40 )

C

C SWITCH ON THE BREAKER

c
CALL PRLL2 (VÄR(3), L, 15,:-8,1.0,1'0E6,0)
CALL PRLL2 (VAR(3),1,,16,1.9,1.0, 1.0E6,0)
CALL PRLL2 (VÀR(3),1,,17,20,1.0,1.086,0)

C

C DC SOURCE (BATTERY) (INITIALISATTON)
c --------

ES(6,1)=0.0
C

C STARTING UP THE RECTIF]ER
c --------

AMINR=1 .57
IF (TIME.LT.VAR(3) ) THEN

KBR=0
IDCO=0.0
ELSE

KBR= L

IDCO=0 .3
ENDI F

IF (TIME ' GT. (VAR ( 3 ) +0 .015 ) ) AMINR=0 .0349
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C

C DC SOURCE (BATTERY) FULL VALUE
c --------
C

IF (TIME.GT. (VAR(3) +0.01) ) ES(6, 1) =VAR(10)
C

C

C DYNAMIC CHANGING OF CURRENT ORDER

c --------
(-

rF (TIME.LT.VAR(4)) GO TO 30
IDCo=0.55

c
rF (TTME.LT.VÀR(5)) GO TO 30

IDCO=VAR(11)
C

30 CONTINUE
c
C RECTIFIER CONTROL

c ------
FREQ=VAR ( 6 )

C

C11=REALP2 (0.90909,0.005,CDC (3,2,11 I

C21=REALP2 (0.90909,0.005,CDC (5, 4,Il I

CMEASR=LIMIT (0. 0, 999 . 0, C11 )

CMEASI=LIMIT ( 0' 0, 999 . 0, C2t)

CALL POLPI 5 ( IDCO, CMEASR, 0 . 0, 0 . 0 5, A-I'ÍINR, 2 . 5 3, VAR ( 7 ), VAR ( B ),
+ DGR, DAR)

CALL VG6P18 (DAR, DGR, CMEASR,MGl, FREQ,ÄMrNR, 2.53, 0 .374,0 .27,
+ 15.0,0.4,0.02,4OR1)

CALL VG6P1B (DAR, DGR, CMEASR,MG2, FREQ,AMINR, 2.53,0 .314,O.27,
+ 15.O,0.4,0.02,4OR2)

C

C RECTIFIER VALVE GROUP

c

CALL G6 P] 10 ( 1, 1 5, 1-6, 17, L, 9, LL, 12, t, L0, 9, !2, t, tt, 10, 12, AOR1,

+ O.05,FREQ,KBR,1,-1,M41 ,MGl-,var(12),var(13),
+ var(!4),0.0)

CALL G6P11O ( 1, 15, 1.6, 17, 1.2, 25,27, 0, 12, 26, 25, 0, L2, 27, 26, 0, AOR2,

+ 0.05,FREQ,KBR,1,2,MA2,MG2,var (12),var(L3),
+ var(14),0.0)

C

C pick up s.ignal-s f rom mac100
C

coN(3)=PREAL
coN(4)=QREAC
CON(5)=VM3PH2 (1 ,21 ,22,23,0.02)
coN(6)=W
coN(7)=TMECH
coN(B)=rELEc

L

C generator output power
c
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CoN ( L 9 ) = P3 PH2 (1,, 18' 1'9, 20, 2L, 22, 23, 0 . 0 1 )

coN (20) =Q3PH2 (1, l-8, t9,20, 2L,22,23, 0. 01)
c
C generator power factor
C

GMVA= (CON ( 3 ) **2+CON (4¡ *", ) ** (0 .5 )

COSGA=CON (3 ) /GMVÀ
coN(9)=cOScA

C

C rectifier j-nput Power
c

CON (21)=P3PH2 (1,15, L6 '1'7 ,18,!9 ' 20,0.01)
coN (22 ) =Q3PH2 (1,,ls,16 ,17 ,tB,L9 ,20,0 .01 )

C

C pick up dc system signals
c

coN(11)=MG1
coN(12)=MÀ1
CoN(13)=IDCO
CON(14)=CMEASR
CON(15)=CMEASI
CON ( 16 ) =AoR1 *57 .2958
coN ( 17 ) =CoN (72) *57 -2958
coN(1B) =coN(11) *57 '2958

C

c recti fier overl-ap angle
C

rF(TIME.LE.1.0) GOTO 100
OAMU=2 tCoSRA-CoS (MA1 )

AMU=ACOS (OAMU) *57 .2958
MU=At"fU_cON (17 )

coN(26)=MU
1OO CONT]NUE
C

c
RETURN
END

C

C

SUBROUTINE DSOUT

c
c *** FoRTRAN'77 ***
c
C Associated files -
C Datafile: 12Pu1se.dat
C Dsdyn: 12Pulse. f
C

C Include and common Block decLarations
c ------

INCLUDE,CMI.d,
INCLUDE,CMT,E'
COMMON /S1 /TIME, DELT, ICH, PRII{II, F]NT]M
COMMON /52 /STOR (ND1O ), NEXC

coMMoN /s3 /GVLV (4, 4, 24),NVLV
COMMON /S4IVAR (ND11 ) , CON (ND].2 ) , PGB (ND13 )

c
C VariabLedeclarations
c
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REAL T]ME, DELT, PRINT, FINTIM, STOR,VAR,CON, PGB

INTEGER ICH,NEXC,NVLV
c
C Variabl-e declarations
C

C

REAL INTGL3, LDLA2, LTMIT, REALP2,VM3PH2
REAL TMECHO, TMECH, TELEC, TUSPD, PREÀL, QREAC

REAL WO,W, REFPU, RF, IFD,RREQ
REAL IDCO, CMEÀSR, CMEAST, AOR1, AOR2

REAL DGR, DAR, MA1 ,MA2 ,MGI ,MGz
REAL AMINR,AMINI
INTEGER KCR1 , KCR2, KBR

c PcB (1,. .25 ) definicions
c
C PGB(1)= ac source vol-Lage at generator terminal
C PGB(2)= ac RMS vottage at genera[or termi-nal
c PGB(3)= ac l-ine current f rom node 2L Eo l-B

c
c PGB(4)= $enerator active power output
C PGB(5)= generator reactive power output
C PGB(6)= generator Power factor
C PcB(7)= turbine operaLing speed (w. rad)
C PGB (B ) = mechanical torque
C PGB(9)= electrical torgue
C PGB(10)= generator field voltage(EFD)
C PGB(1L)= generator field current(IFD)
C PGB ( L2 ) = generator damper d-axis current
C PGB(1.3)= generator damper q-axis current
C PGB ( 14 ) = generator stator current
C PGB(15)= Çenerator sEator d-axis current
C PGB(16)= generator sEator q-axis current
C

C PGB (17 )= hamonic f Ílter current
C PGB(18)= generator output active power (mw)

C PGB ( 19 ) = generator output reacEive po\"/er (mvar )

c PGB (20 ) = ¡ss¡if ier input active povter (mrÀ/)

C PGB(21)= rect.ifier inpuE reactive power (mvar)
C PGB (22)= harmonic filter p consumpcion (mw)

C PGB(23)= harmonic filter q consumption (mvar)
c
c PGB(31)= ¿sslred dc current order (pu)
C PGB(32¡= ¡s¿=ured dc current at rectifier side (pu)

C PGB (33 )= ¡ns¿sured overf ap angJ-e u (degree)
C PGB(34)= dc voltage at rectifier (before s.r.)
C PGB(35)= dc voltage at inverter (before s.r.)
C PGB(36)= dc voltage at rectifier (after s.r.)
C PGB(37)= dc voltage at inverter (afLer s.r. )

c PGB(38)= desired alpha order at rectifier in degree
C PGB(39¡= ¡¡g¿sured alpha at rectifier in degree
C PGB(40)= measured gamma at rectifier in degree

C lnitializacj-on steps
c ------

IF (TIME .GT. DELT) GO TO 10

C ***
1O CONTINUE
c
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C

c
Program begins

PGB(1)=VDc(21,1)
PcB (2 ) =VM3PH2 (t '21,22 '23,0.02)l
PGB ( 3 ) =cDC ( L8, 21', 1-)

PGB(4)=coN(3)

PGB(5)=coN(4)
PcB(6)=coN(9)
PGB(7)=coN(7)
PGB(8)=coN(10)
PGB(9)=coN(1)
PcB ( 10 ) =coN ( 1 )

PGB(1t )=coN(2)
PcB(12)=coN(44)
PGB(13)=coN(a5)
PGB(14)=coN(47)
PGB(15)=coN(48)
PGB(16)=coN(49)

PcB(17)=coN(2s)
PGB(18)=coN(19)
PGB(L9)=coN(20)
PGB(20)=coN(21)
PGB(21)=coN(22)
PGB(22 ) =coN (23 )

PcB (23 ) =coN (24 )

PGB (3 r. ) =coN ( 13 )

PGB(32)=coN(14)
PGB(33)=coN(26)
PGB(34)=VDC(1,L
PGB(35)=vDC(6,1
PGB(36)=VDc(2,1
PGB(37)=VDC(5,1
PGB(38)=cON(16)
PGB(39)=coN(17)
PGB(40)=CON(18)

RETURN

END
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_HVDC UN]T CONNECTION DATA FOR GENERATOR I¡]INDTNG LOSSES CALCULATION
C --- Dec. 09, L99L MondaY.
C __- IINIT CONNECTED GENERATOR TO 12 PULSE RECTIFIER -__
C _-- DC BATTERY SOURCE AT INVERTER END

C --- AIM AT ANALYZING HARMONIIC CURRENT FLOWING TN GENERATOR

C __- FIELD WINDING DAMPER WINDTNG ÀND STÀTOR WINDTNGS.

c
O . OOOO5 1 . 50 O, OOO1 /CALC STEP FIN_TIME PRINT STEP

1 /NUMBER OF SUBSYSTEMS
27 /NUMBER OF NODES IN AC SYSTEM (SUBSYSTEM #1)
O.O /INTIALISATION OF NODES IN THE SYSTEM

c
C __- SYSTEM INPUT DATA BEGINS
C

27 18 0 .0000 0 .00001 /
22 19 0 .0000 0 .00001 /
23 20 0 .0000 0 .00001 /
c
C _-_ SWITCHING
C

18 1s 10000.00 /
19 16 10000.00 /
20 11 10000 .00 /
C

C --- AC HÀRMONIC FILTER DATA
C

C __- TRANSFORMER GROUNDING RESISTANCE
C

-1.4 0 0.001 /
-13 0 1.0e6/
-24 0 0.001/
c
C --- RECTIFIER VALVE GROUP DATA IN MODEL G6P110
c
1 9 1.0e5/ valve group #1 in i.2 pulse rectifier
L1. 12 L.0e5/
1 10 1.0e5/
9 1,2 1 .0e5 /
1 11 1.0e5/
tO L2 1..0e5,/ end of vaÌve group #1 data
c
12 25 L.0e5/ valve group #2 in 12 puJ-se rectifier
27 0 1 .0e5/
1.2 26 L0e5/
25 0 1.0e5/
1.2 21 I .0e5 /
26 0 1.0e5/ end of valve group #2 data
c
C __- BRÀNCH DATA IN DC SYSTEM
L
1- 2 O.O 0.25 / SMOOTHING INDUCTANDE
2 3 O.1O / LINE RESÏSTANCE
3 4 2.00 /
4 5 0.10 /
5 6 0.0 0.25 /
C

C -_- DC HÀRMONIC FILTER DATA
C

-2 o 12'4Io O.O87O 0.5620 / 1'2Lh fiLcer
2 7 0 .000 0.0000 0.6525 / high Pass

-7 O 0.000 0.0500 / 12 pulse only,24th=0
-1 0 350.0 /
-5 O 1.2.4I0 O .0870 0. 5620 / 1-2chr f ilter
5 8 0.000 0.0000 0.6525 / high Pass

-B O 0.000 0.0500 ,i 12 pulse only,24th=0
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-B 0 350.0 /
999 /END OF BRANCHES DATA
6 0.1.0 / dc battery source impedance
999 /END OF SOURCE DATA
C --- transformer data, star-star connection
c --- transformer rating 3*26mva,vP=7 ' 967kv'vs=29 '760kv
C --- imp=0 .35%, ims=0 .30t, f=60h2,xL=L2.02
c
2 / number of coupled windings on one core
L5 74 0.00 1.850193/
9 13 0. o0 7 .4634t2 0.00 30 .1-1897 /

BEB /
lb 14/
10 t3 /
B88 /
77 14/
11 13/
c
C --- transformer data, star-delta connection
c --- transformer rating 3*26mva 'vÞ=] '967kv'vs=51'546v
c --- imp=0.35*, ims=0.302, f=60hz,xE=L2.0Z
C

2 / number of coupled windings on one core
1s 24 0 .00 1 .8s0193 /
25 26 0.00 12.92105 0.00 90.3s750 /
888 /
L6 24/
26 21/
BBB /
1.1 24 /
21 2s/
999 /END OF MUTUÀL COUPLED BRANCHES DAT.A

999 /END OF TRÀNSMTSSION LTNE DATA
C

C _-_ OUTPUT SCALE SELECTTON
C

-3OO +3OO /MIN MAX LIMITS FOR SCREEN PLOT

3O /NI.'MBER OF PGBS

c
C --_ VAR(I)S DÀTA INPUT
C

0.10, 4.01, 0.01.,0.20, 0.40,
60.00, 4 .05, 0. 010, 1 .00, 120.00,
1.00, 1680.00, 0.048, 0.50 / vars

C

C --_ EXCITOR SCRX19 INPUT DATA
C

O .02 1 .43 t .332 0 ' 03 / exciter data t1, ta, tb, te
100 . O 5 .0 -3 .5 / k, emax, emin
1 .961 6.521 74285.0 / vbase (kv) , ibase (ka) , rrev
C

C -__ GENERÀTOR MAC1OO DATA INPUT
C

0.170, 0.936, 0.00, O.t22O, O.L52O/ gen. daLa¡ xa,xmdo,xkf ,xkd,xf
0.4120, 0. 08350 / xmq,xkq
0.0084, 0.0007, 0.035, 0.0350/ ra,rf,rkd,rkq
3.42 311.0 0.00 / h,w0,damp
o.o 0.0 0.5 0.5 !.2 1.2 1-.4 L.4 1.5 1.5 1'6 1.6
1'.1 1'.1 2'L 2.L 3.0 3.0 4.0 4'0 /gen' saturation curve
1.967 6.521 / gen. data vbase,ibase
3.451 -0.2L53 0.6734 1' '70 / gen. data theta, id, iq, if
999 /
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_I{VDC UNIT CONNECTION DATA FOR HARMONIC TNTERFERENCE STUDY

C --- Dec. 19 , 1.991. ThursdaY.
C ___ UNIT CONNECTED GENERATOR TO 12 PULSE RECTIFIER ---
C ___ DC BATTERY SOURCE AT INVERTER END

C _-_ AIM AT ÀNALYZING HÀRMONITC INTERFERENCE IN BOTH

C --- AC AND DC SYSTEM.
C---CoNSIDER]NGAcHÀRMONICFILTERSATSENDINGENDAcSYSTEM
C

O . OOOO5 2 ,10 O. OOO1 /CALC STEP FIN_TIME PRINT STEP

1 /NUMBER OF SUBSYSTEMS
29 /NUMBER OF NODES IN AC SYSTEM (SUBSYSTEM #1)
O.O /INTIALISATION OF NODES TN THE SYSTEM

c
C ___ SYSTEM INPUT DATA BEGINS
21 18 0 .0000 0 .00001 /
22 r.9 0.0000 0.00001 /
23 20 0 .0000 0 .00001 /
C

C ___ S!^IITCHING
18 15 10000.00 /
19 16 10000. 00 /
20 t7 10000.00 /
c
C --- AC HÀRMONIC FILTER DATA
c
C --- TRANSFORMER GROUNDING RESISTANCE

-14 0 0.001 /
-13 0 1.0e6/
-24 0 0.001/
C

C -__ RECTIFIER VALVE GROUP DATA IN MODEL G6P11O

C

1 9 1,.Oe5/ valve group #1 in 12 puJ-se rectif ier
1.1. 3.2 I .0e5 /
1 10 1.0e5/
9 L2 1.0e5/
l- 11 1.0e5/
L0 t2 1.0e5,/ end of valve group *1 daLa
C

1,2 25 I.0e5/ valve group #2 in 12 pulse rectifier
27 0 1.0e5/
L2 26 I.0e5/
25 0 1.0e5/
1.2 21 1 .0e5 /
26 O 1.0e5/ end of vaLve group #2 data
C

C -__ BRANCH DATA IN DC SYSTEM

29 1 0.05 /
2 29 O. O 0.25 / SMOOTHING INDUCTANDE
2 3 O.O5 / LTNE RESISTANCE
4 5 0.10 /
5 6 0.0 0.2s /

C --- DC HARMONIC FILTER DATA

-2 O 12.410 0.0870 0.5620 / 1-2Eh filcer
2 7 0 .000 0.0000 0. 6525 / high Pass

-7 O 0 .000 0 .0500 / 12 pulse onIy,24Eh=0
-1 0 350.0 /
-s O L2 .47o 0 .0870 0.5620 / 12th filter
5 8 O.0OO 0.0000 0.6525 /highPass

-8 O O.0OO 0.0500 ,/ 12 pulse only,24th=0
-B 0 350.0 /
999 /END OF BRANCHES DATA
6 O.1O ,/ dc ba[tery source imPedance
999 /END OF SOURCE DATÄ.
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c
C --- transformer data, star-star connection
C --- transformer rating 3*26mva,vp=7.967kv,vs=29. 156kv
c --- imp=0 .35U, ims=0 .30%, f=60h2 ,x|L=1-22 '
C

2 / number of coupfed windj.ngs on one core
15 14 0.00 1.850193/
9 1.3 0.00 7 .311936 0.00 28 .90880 /

8BB /
1.6 1,4 /
10 13/
8BB /
L1 14/
L1 13/
C --- transformer data, star-delta connection
c --- transformer rating 3*26mva,vp='7 -967kv,vs=50. 50kv
C --- imp=0.35å,ims=0.36¿,f=60hz,xt=I22.
c
2 / number of coupJ.ed windings on one core
15 24 0.00 1.8s0193 /
25 26 0 . o0 L2.66473 0 .00 86.72753 /
BB8 /
L6 24/
26 21/
B8B /
1.1 24 /
27 2s/
999 /END OF MUTUAL COUPLED BRANCHES DATA
C

C --_ DC TRÀNSMISSION LINE DATA
1,, O, 1, 1, 5.0, 1440.0, 155.0 /
3, 28, 3.03, 296.32, O.0129, 0.0202, L /
7, o, L, 1, 5.0, 1440.0, 155.0 /
28, 4, 3 .03 , 296 .32, 0 .01,29 , 0.0202, 1- /
999 /END OF TRÀNSMISSION LINE DÀTA

C

C -__ OUTPUT SCALE SELECTION

-3OO +300 /MIN MÀX LIMITS FoR SCREEN PLOT

30 /NUMBER OF PGBS

c
C _-_ VAR(I)S DATA INPUT
0.10, 4.01, 0.0L, 0.2o, 0.40,

60.00, 3.95, 0.005, 1.00, 120.00,
1.00, 1680.00, 0.048, 0.50 / vars

c
C __- EXCITOR SCRXl9 INPUT DATA
O .02 1 .43 1.332 O. 03 / exciter daEa tl-, Ea, tb, Le

100 .0 5 .0 -3 . 5 / k, emax, emin
7 .967 6 .521 14285 .0 ,/ vbase (kv) , ibase (ka) , rrev
c
C --_ GENERÀTOR MAC1OO DÀTÀ INPUT
O.ú 0.936 0.OO 0.I22 0.1'52 / gen. data: xa,:sndo,xkf,xkd,xf
0.472 0.0835 / xmq,xkq
0.0084 0.7e-3 0.035 0.035 / ra,rf,rkd,rkq
3.42 311.0 0.00 / h,w0,damp
0.0 0.0 0.5 0.5 1,.2 t.2 1.4 t.4 1.5 L.5 1.6 1.6
1'.1 1..'7 2.I 2.1 3'0 3.0 4.0 4.0 /gen' saturation curve
7.967 6.527 / gen. data vbase,ibase
3.451 -0.2153 O'6134 1.70 / gen. data theEa,id,iq,if
ôoo /
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APPENÐIX D

GENER.â,TOR WI¡IDING TJOSSES CALCULATION PROGR'âILÍ

C FORTRAN F77 FROGRAM

C DEC . 1O , 1.991. WEDNESDAY

C GENERATOR I^TINDING LOSSES CALCULÀTION

C GENERATOR CONNECTED WITH À 12 PULSE RECTIFIER BRÏDGE

C

C P1: STATOR LOSS CAUSED BY FTINDAMENTAL FREQUENCY

C PSAH:STATOR LOSS CAUSED BY HARMONIC CURRENTS

C PSH: TOTAL STATOR LOSS

C PO: FIELD WINDING LOSS CAUSED BY FUNDAMENTAL CURRENT

C PRAH: FIELD WINDING LOSS CAUSED BY TIARMON]C CURRE\TTS

C PRH: TOTAL FTELD WING]NG LOSS

C PDAH: DAMPER I^IINDING LOSS

C F: SYSTEM OPERÀTTNG FREQUENCY

C I': HARMONIC CURRENTS

C

REAL r1, IL1, r1.3, r23,r-25,135, 137

REAL IO,TT2,T24,136
REAL ID12 ,LD24, rD36, rQ12 'TQ24,rQ36
REAL K

INTEGER F

C

READ (5,*) F

READ (5,*) 11,111,r13,r23,T25'r35,r37
READ (5. * ) r0 , T.L2 , r24, 136
READ (5, * ) T-DT? ,1D24, ID3 6, TQ1.2 'IQ24,IQ36

C

C STATOR WINDING LOSSES

Rr\=0 .0067
RF=O ' 0089
RKD=0.0036
RKQ=0 ' 0036
K=(F/60'0)**(0.5)
RAM=RA*K
RFM=RF * K

RKDM=RKDIK
RKQM=RKQ*K

P1= (I1)**2*RAlvf
P11= ( I11 ) **2*RAlf* (1L ) ** (0. 5)
P13= (I13 ) **2*RÄlvf * (13 ) ** (0. 5 )

P23-- (I23) * *2 *RÀlvl* ( 23 ) * * ( 0' 5 )

P25= lI25 ) * *2 *RAìvf * (25 ) ** (0. 5 )

P3 5= (I35 ) * *2 *RÐYf * (35 ) ** (0 ' 5 )

P37= (r37)**2fRi\M* (37)** (0.5)

PSO=3 *P1

PSH=3 * ( PL+P1 1+PL 3 +P23 +P25+P3 5+P37 )

PSAH=3 * ( P11 +P13 +P23 +P25+P35+P37 )

PERS= ( PSAH/PSo) r100 ' 0

C ROTOR WINDING LOSSES

C

PRO= (I0) **2*RFM

rt2



P72= (I12 ) * *2 *RFM* ( L2 ) * * ( 0 . 5 )

P24= lI24) **2*RFM* (24 ) ** (0. 5)

P3 6= ( I36 ) r *2 *RFM* ( 36 ) ** ( 0. 5 )

PRH= ( PRO+P 12 +P2 4 +P3 6 )

PRÀH= ( P12+P24+P36)
PERR= ( PRAH/PRo) *100.0

C

C DAMPER WINDING LOSSES

PD1'2= (ID12 ) **2*RKDM* (12 ) ** (0' 5 )

PD24=(1D24) **2*RKDM* (24) ** (0'5)
PD36= ( ID36) **2*RKDM* (36 ) ** (0'5)
PQ12= (ÍQL2)* *2*RKQM* (12) ** (0.5)
PQz4= (IQz4) * * 2*RKQM* ( 24 ) * * ( 0' 5 )

PQ36= ( IQ36 ) **2*RKQM* (36 ) ** (0' 5)

C

PDO=0 .0
PDH=PD1 2 + PD24 +PD3 6

PQH=PQ12+PQ24+PQ36
PDAH= PDH+ PQH

PERD= ( PDAH/PRO) *].00. O

C

PTOTO=PSO+PRO
PTOTA= PSAH+ PR.AH+ PDÃH

PTOTG= PSH+PRH+PDAH

PERG= (PTOTA/PTOTO) *1OO. O

OPEN(FILE=' resul-t', STATUS='NEW', ACCESS='SEQUENTIAL"
+ FORM= ' FORMÀTTED' , UNIT=2 5 )

c
wRrrE (25,51 F

5 FORMAT(9X,'SYSTEM OPERÀTING FREQUENCY T.5"2X,T3,'HZ' I

wRrTE (25,L0 ) PSO, PSH, PSAH, PERS

LOFORMAT(3X,'PSO=',F10.8,4X,'PSH=',F10'B'4X"PSAH="F10'B'
+ 4x,'PERS=' ,F7 .5)

WRITE (25,20) PRO, PRH, PRAH, PERR

20FORMÀT(3X,'PRO=',FLO.B,4X,'PRH=',F10'B,4X"PRAH="F10'B'
+ 4x,' PERR=' , F7 . 5 )

WRITE (25,30 ) PDO, PDAH' PERD

3O FORMAT(3X,'PDO=',F10.8,22X, 'PDAH=',F10 ' B'4X" PERD="F7 '5]|
WRITE (25,40) PTOTO,PTOTG,PTOTA,PERG

4O FORMAT(3X,'PTOTO=',Fl0'8,2X,'PTOTG="F10'8'2X"PTOTA="
+ F10 . B, 3X, 'PERG=' ,F7 .5)

c
CLOSE(25)
STOP

END
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APPENDIX E

TI¡|RMONIC INTERFERENCE FACTOR CAIJCUI'ATION PROGRÃM

C FORTRAN F77 FROGRAM

C DEC. 19, 1991 Monday.
C AC HÀRMONIC INTERFERENCE AN.A'LYSIS

cGENERATORcoNNEcTEDWITHÂ,12PULSERECTIFIERBRIDGE
C D(n), Deff, IT FACTOR CALCULATIoN
C

DIMENSTON VP (37 ) , rP (37) ,D (37) , PF(37 ) ,TrF (37)
REAL VP, :IP,D,PF,TIF, IT, DEFF, TT1., fTz
]NTEGER F,KF
READ (5,*) F

READ (s.") vP(1),VP(11),VP(l-3),vP(23),vP(25),VP(35),VP(37)
READ (5, t) rP (1 ) , rP (11) , lP (13 ) ,rP (23\ ,rP (25 ) , rP (35) 

' rP(37 )

PF(1)=0.0017
PF ( 11 ) =0. 6850
PF(13)=0'6820
PF(23)=0.9230
PF(25)=0.8910
PF(35)=0.8410
PF (37 ) =0 ' 8410
KF=5 *F

C

C Cal-culaLing D(n), Deff, IT
DE1=0 .00
IT1 =0 .00
Do 100 I=7, 37 ' 72

D ( r ) =vP ( I ) *100.0/vP (1 )

DE1=DE1+D(I¡ **2
TIF(I)=KF*I*PF(I)
IT1=IT1+ (TIF (I) *IP (I) *1000 '0¡ **2

1OO CONTINUE
DE2=0 .00
rT2=0.00
DO 200 I=1.1., 35, 1"2

D (r ) =vP (r ) *100. 0/vP (1 )

DE2=DE2+D (I) **2
TIF(1)=KF*I*PF(I)
IT2=I12+ (TIF ( I ) *IP ( I ) *1000 ' 0 ) **2

2OO CONTINUE
DEFF= (DE1+DE2-D (1¡ **2¡ ** 10 ' 5 )

IT=(ITl,+IT2)**(0.5)
c

OPEN(FILE=' result', STATUS='NEW', ACCESS='SEQUENTIAL"
+FORM=' FORMÀTTED', UNIT=I5 )

WRITE (15,5) F

5 FORMAT ( 9X, 'SYSTEM OPERÀTING FREQUENCY 1S' , 2X, 13 , 'HZ' \

DO 300 I=1, 37, t2
WRITE (15,10) 1, D(I), tif (i) , (Eif (i) *ip(i) *1000'0],**2

10 FORMAT(3X,'D(',I2,')=',FB'4,8x,'tif=',fB'2'4x"i:L="fL5'1)
3OO CONTINUE

DO 4 00 I=1.t , 35 , t2
WRITE (15,20) I, D(I), tif (i), (tif (i)*ip(i)*1000'0)**2

20 FORMÄT(3X,'D(',12,'l-',FB'4,8x,'Lif="f8'2'4x"iL="f15'1)
4OO CONTINUE

WRITE (15,30) DEFF, IT
30 FORMAT(3X,'DEFF=',F9.4,8X,'IT=',F1"2'2)

CLOSE(15)
STOP
END
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C FORTRAN F77 FROGRAM

C DEC. 21, t99I FridaY'
C DC HARMONIC INTERFERENCE ANALYSIS

C GENERATOR CONNECTED VJITH A 12 PULSE RECTIFIER BRIDGE

C D(n), Deff factor calculation (dc)

C constanL generator output Power
c

DIMENSION VP1 (0:36),VP2 (0:36)'VP3 (0:36)

DIMENSIoN D1 (0:36), D2(0:36)' D3(0:36)
REAL VP1,VP2,VP3,Dt,D2,D3, DEFF1, DEFF2' DEFF3

INTEGER F

c
READ (5,*) F

READ (s,*) vP1(o),vP1(12),VPt(24)',VP1(36)
READ (5 , * ) vP2 (0 ) , vP2 ( 72) ,VP2 (24) 

'VPz 
(36)

READ (s,*) vP3(0),vP3(12),VP3(24)',VP3(36)

C

C Calculating D (n) , Deff

DE1=0 .00
DE2=0 .00
DE3=0 .00

C

DO 100 f=0, 36, 12

D1 (I ) =VP1 ( I) *100' 0/VP1 (0 )

D2 (r) =vP2 (r) *100.0/vP2 (0)

D3 (r ) =vP3 ( r) *100.0/vP3 (0)

DE1=DEL+D1- (I)**2
DE2=DEZ+D2 (I) **2
DE3=DE3+D3 (I) **2

1OO CONTINUE

C

C

DEFF1= (DE1-D1 (O ) **2 ) ** (0' 5)

DEFF2= (DE2-D2(O ) **2 ) ** (0' 5 )

DEFF3= (DE3-D3 (0 ) **2 ) ** (0. 5)

C

c
OPEN (FILE=' TESU].L,, STATUS='NEW" ACCESS='SEQUENTIAL"

+FORM=' FORMÀTTED', UNIT=15 )

C

wRrTE (1s,5) F

5FORMÀ,T(gX,/:.zX,,SYSTEMOPERATINGFREQUENCYlS,,2X,T3,,HZ,/)
C

DO 300 I=0, 36, t2
WRITE (15,10) Ì, D1(II ,I,D2(I),I'D3(I)

10 FORMAT(3X,'D1 (' ,I2"\=''FB'4'4x"D2(''12")=''fB'4'
+ 4x,'D3(',I2" ¡-"fB'4)

3OO CONTINUE

C

WRITE (].5,30) DEFFl,DEFF2,DEFF3

30 FORMAT(3X, /3x,'DEFF1= 
"Fg 

'4'4X"DEFF2="F9 '4'
+ 4X' 'DEFF3= ' 'F9 ' 

4\

C

CLOSE(15)
STOP

END
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APPENDIX F

SYSTEM TTARMONIC VOTJTAGE CAT.CUI'ATION RESUI¡TSDC

c
c
c
c
c
c

DC HARMONTC INTERFERENCE ANALYSIS
GENERATOR CONNECTED I^TITH A 6 PULSE RECTIFTER BRTDGE

D(n), Deff FACTOR CALCULATION (dc)
CONSTANT GENERATOR OUTPUT POWER

ót"l t THE pERcENTAcE vALUE oF HARMoNTc voLTÀGE À1 oRÐER n

bi,'pz c p: : Ðc LINE voLTAGEs AT NoDE1, 2 & 24

IS 42Hz
D3( 0)=100.0000
D3( 6)= 3.L594
D3(12)= L.L63t
D3(18)= 0-774I
D3(24\= 0.7306

IS 48Hz
D3( 0)=100.0000
D3( 6)= 0.8683
D3(12)= 0.5331-
D3(18)= 0.5087
D3 (24) = 0.5939

IS 54Hz
D3( 0)=100.0000
D3( 6)= L-2476
D3 (12) = 0.98]-2
Ð3 (1-8) = 0.8615
D3 (24) = 0.8263

IS 57Hz
D3( 0)=100.0000
D3( 6)= 0.4400
D3 (12 ) = 0 . 6094
D3 (1-8) = 0 -6497
D3(24)= 0.578L

IS 60Hz
D3( 0)=100.0000
D3( 6)= 0.446L
D3 (1-2) = 0.3730
D3 (18) = 0.4239
D3 (24) = 0.3556

IS 63Hz
Ð3 ( 0) =100.0000
D3( 6)= 0-249L
D3(12)= 0.3173
D3(1_8)= 0.3682
D3(24)= 0.3099

IS 66Hz
D3( 0)=100.0000
D3( 6)= 0.5994
D3(12)= 0.7006
D3(18)= 0.6405
D3(24)= 0.5756

SYSTE¡4
D1( 0)=l-00.0000
D1( 6)= 6.L550
D1(12)= 7.5543
D1(18)= 4.3832
DI(24)= 2.8660

SYSTEM
Ð1( 0)=100.0000
D]_( 6)= 6.4232
D1(12)= 8.0467
D1(18)= 2.6185
DI (24) = 2 .7 984

SYSTEM
D1( 0)=100.0000
Dl-( 6)= 6.5339
Dt,12)= 8.9479
D1(18)= 3.1050
DL(24)= 2.2483

SYSTn{
D1( 0)=100.0000
D1( 6)= 7.9168
D1(12)= 9.0768
D1(18)= 3.9360
DL(24)= 2.5688

SYSTEM
Ð1( 0)=100.0000
D1( 6)= 8.0542
D1(l-2)= 9.882L
Dl-(18)= 5.5601-
Dt(24)= 0.922I

SYSTEM
D]-( 0)=100.0000
D1( 6)= 9.5509
D1(12)= 9.5647
D1(18)= 6.1872
DI(24)= L.3442

SYSTB4
D1( 0)=100.0000
D1( 6)= 10.8678
D]_(12)= 8.2950
D1(18)= 6.3887
Ð1-(24)= 1.3353

OPERATING FREQUENCY
D2( 0)=100.0000
D2( 6)= 4.7893
D2(L2)= L.0819
D2 (18) = 0.6397
Ð2(24)= 0.8795

OPERAT]NG FREQUENCY
Ð2( 0)=1-00.0000
D2( 6)= 1.6450
D2(L2)= L-0435
D2(18)= 0-4640
D2(24)= 0.4542

OPERATING FREQUENCY
D2( 0)=1-00.0000
D2( 6)= i-.4060
D2 (1,2) = 1 . 0889
Ð2(L8)= 0.81-33
D2 (24\ = 0 .77 84

OPERATING FREQUENCY
D2( 0)=100.0000
D2( 6)= 0.3815
D2(1"2)= 0-9073
D2(l-8)= 0.4467
D2(24)= 0 -626I

OPERATTNG FREQUENCY
D2( 0)=100.0000
D2( 6)= 0.4596
Ð2(12)= 0.4864
D2(1-8)= 0.0634
D2(24\= 0.3856

OPER.ATTNG FREQUENCY
D2( 0) =100.0000
D2( 6)= 0,8087
D2ft2\= 0.5204
D2 (18) = 0.3233
D2 (24) = 0 .27 69

OPERATING FREQUENCY
D2( 0)=100.0000
D2( 6)= 2.3514
D2(t2\= 0.2225
D2 (18) = 0.78L6
D2(24)= 0.6268
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c
c
c
c
c
c

AC HARMONIC INTERFERENCE ANALYSIS

GENERÀTOR CONNECÎED WITH À 12 PULSE RECTTFIER BRTDGE

D(n), Deff FÀCTOR CALCULATION (dc)
CONSTANT GENERÀTOR OUTPUT POWER

D(n):THEPERCENTAGEVALUEoFHARMoNICVoLTAGEAToRDER
D1, D2 & D3 : Dc LINE VOLTÀGES AT NODE1, 2 & 24

SYSTÐf
D1( 0)=100.0000
DI (L2) = 2 .87 46
Dt (24) = 4 .727 8

D1(36)= 1.8631

SYSTE[4

Dl( 0)=100.0000
D1il.2)= 3.7605
DL(24) = 2 .2779
D1(36)= 1.322t

SYSTEM

D1( 0)=100.0000
Dt(L2)= 5.925L
D1,(24) = 3.1168
D]-(36)= 2.4816

SYSTÐ.4

D1( 0)=100.0000
DL(L2) = 8.6909
ÐI(24) = 3 .6087
Dl-(36)= 2.026L

SYSTEM

D1( 0)=100.0000
Dt(L2)= 9.3206
DL(24)= 4.6571
D]-(36)= 2.5805

SYSTB.'I

D1( 0)=100.0000
Dl(12)= 9.7456
DL(24)= 5.3705
D1(36)= 1'.7874

OPERATTNG FREQUENCY

D2( 0)=100.0000
D2 (I2) = 1.L723
DZ (24) = 0 .67 02

D2(36\= 0.7675

OPERATING FREQUENCY

D2( 0) =l-00 ' 0000
D2 (]-2) = 1.0457
D2(24)= 0-5249
Ð2(36)= 0.5989

OPERATING FREQUENCY

D2( 0)=100.0000
D2(I2)= 0-5808
Ð2 (24) = 0 .97 6L

D2(36)= 0-8145

OPERATING FREQUENCY

D2( 0)=100.0000
D2(I2)= 0.4925
D2 (24) = 0 .7 430
D2(36)= 0.4464

OPERATING FREQUENCY

Ð2( 0)=l-00.0000
D2(L2)= 0.51-06
D2(24)= 0-L645
D2 (36) = 0.3882

OPERATING FREQUENCY

D2( 0)=100.0000
D2(12)= 0.5231
D2(24)= 0.3938
D2 (36)= 0.25L4

IS 42Hz
D3( 0)=100.0000
D3(12)= 0.8851
D3 (24) = 0.6867
D3 (36) = 0.6851

Is 48Hz
D3( 0)=100.0000
D3(12)= 0.7258
D3(24)= 0.5871-
D3 (36) = 0.5573

IS 54Hz
D3( 0)=100.0000
Ð3(t2)= 0'8566
D3 (24)= 0.8300
D3(36)= 0.7462

IS 57Hz
D3 ( 0) =l-00.0000
D3(12)= 0.5941
D3(24)= 0-5949
D3 (36) = 0.5350

IS 60Hz
D3 ( 0 ) =100 - 0000
D3 (12) = 0.3656
D3(24)= 0.3877
D3(36)= 0.3288

IS 63Hz
D3( 0)=100.0000
D3(1"2)= 0.3381
D3(24)= 0.3242
D3 (36)= 0.27L0

IS 66Hz
D3( 0)=100.0000
D3(L2)= 0.681-8
D3 (24)= 0.64t5
D3 (36) = 0.5283

SYSTEM OPERÀTING FREQUENCY

D1 ( 0) =100.0000 D2( 0) =100 '0000
Ð1" (t2) = 10 .6489 D2 (I2) = 0 . 5598
Dt(24)= 6.0648 Ð2(24)= 0.8953
Ð1(36)= 2.902I Ð2(36)= 0.4930
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